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Author's Note

All the translations are my own unless otherwise noted. I attempted to capture not 
only the content of the Getica, but also the experience of reading the text in the 

original. Therefore, in some places, my translations are only as clear as Jordanes' text 
will allow.
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ABSTRACT

 This thesis examines a problematic text from sixth-century Constantinople 

officially called De Origine Actibusque Getarum but known less formally as the 

Getica. Almost everything about the text and its author is in question, but it has been 

used for scholarship on late antique barbarians, specifically the Goths. The previous 

English translation has imposed paradigms and connotations onto the text that do not 

reflect what we can reconstruct about the author's intentions. This project looks at the 

way the Getica has been translated and interpreted in the past, specifically examining 

the work of three prominent scholars, Herwig Wolfram, Walter Goffart, and Peter 

Heather. It also provides an analysis of twelve specific Latin words used by Jordanes 

in order to determine the significance of the author's word choice. Last, this project 

proposes strategies for a new translation that will provide a basis from which to begin 

a new phase of scholarship on Jordanes' Getica specifically, and late antique texts on 

barbarians more generally. These perspectives and strategies include, but are not 

limited to, an acknowledgement of Jordanes' agency and primacy as an author and a 

greater emphasis on consistency in translation.

Professor David Rohrbacher

Division of Humanities (Classics) 
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Introduction

In my studies as an undergraduate I have covered the history of the west from 

the sixth century BC to the sixteenth century AD. I have looked at such disparate 

cultures as the ancient Etruscans and the Renaissance Flemish. Throughout these 

studies I found no other period as fascinating as that termed "late antique," and no 

text so central to a branch of study and yet so misunderstood as On the Origins and 

Deeds of the Goths, more commonly known as the Getica. It seemed to me that the 

first step to truly understanding this text and what information it could yield for the 

modern study of the Goths, was a new English translation. This translation should 

take into account the recent scholarship as well as a deeper understanding of the 

work's context and authorship. 

However, the Getica is a very strange work. It was written in a time and place 

where Latin was becoming a literary, rather than a spoken language, by an author 

about whom we can know very little. There is only one published English translation, 

made by Charles Mierow in 1915, now hopelessly out of date. Scholars have 

generally translated the work a few pieces at a time when making arguments in which 

they discuss not the text, but the late antique barbarians it portrays. The risk of 

mistranslation is great because the text is partially corrupted, complicated, 

misunderstood, and understudied. With these things in mind, I have analyzed 

Jordanes' word use to try to understand the meaning of his words in the unique 

context of the Getica, and to provide a starting point for a new translation of the 

work, one conscious of its authorship, context, and purpose.

The text is difficult in a number of ways. Misspellings and misused case 

endings abound. Names are each spelled several different ways, and have case 
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endings in some places, but not in others. The elaborate prose is undermined by the 

poor grammar. The plot is meandering and diffuse. Although the work purports to be 

about the origins and deeds of the Goths, it devotes more space to topics such as 

geography, the Huns, Amazons, and Roman history, than it does to the Goths 

themselves. These problems provided my motivation for this reexamination of the 

text, because they presented a challenge that the scholarship I have read has largely 

overlooked.

The author of this work, Jordanes, whose name we know only from the 

manuscript tradition, presents his own set of problems. We know nothing about him 

except what he included in the Getica itself, and a few other things that can be 

conjectured from the text. The scholarly consensus is that work was written in 551 

AD in Constantinople, during the reign of the emperor Justinian. 

Constantinople was originally founded as the Greek colony of Byzantion. In 

324 AD, the emperor Constantine moved the capitol of the Roman Empire to that site 

and renamed it Constantinople. By the time the Getica was written in 551 AD, during 

the reign of Emperor Justinian I (AD 527-565), it was heavily fortified with three 

successive walls and a moat, all built by Theodosius II. It was a city both Christian 

and classical, full of churches and monasteries, but also forums and baths. Its grandest 

building, Hagia Sophia, built by Justinian, had a 180 foot dome. It was a sophisticated 

city in both a modern and a classical sense, with public water works, water clocks, a 

university founded by Theodosius II in 425  AD, a public library, a Hippodrome, 

armies of craftsmen (and slaves), parks, fountains, bazaars, and numerous 

government funded celebrations. Its ethnically diverse population of 600,000 called it 

"the city," or "our city." People from all over the known world came together in this 
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city and "formed a population which called itself 'Roman' and spoke Greek. The 

criterion of citizenship was membership in the Orthodox Church and use of the Greek 

tongue."1 It had a strong tradition of secular and ecclesiastical learning, although 

Latin was rapidly falling out of favor even as the language of literature and law. 

The Roman emperor based in the East was the sole Roman ruler, by the time 

of Jordanes. The current emperor, Justinian, was innovative and ambitious. He is 

famous both for his law code, and for the reconquest of Italy and North Africa. The 

Roman emperor at this time was considered quasi-divine, a representative of god, a 

protector and a benefactor. However, he was not always universally liked. Heavy 

taxation resulted in riots and then rebellion in 532. When Justinian took the throne, he 

was only expected to defend his current borders against Persian attack, and his 

advisors did not believe the military was capable of anything more.2 Instead Justinian 

cemented an "Endless Peace" with a new Persian king in 531 and turned his attention 

toward the West. By 534, his general Belisarius had conquered Vandal Africa. There 

was a joyous celebration, and then the emperor sent his general on to Italy. But the 

old homeland required two separate campaigns, both against the Goths. One 

concluded in 540, which the Getica describes, and a second which concluded in 554. 

The army which accomplished these victories was composed, not only of Roman 

citizens, but also of barbarians, under both Roman and barbarian leadership. This 

context of cosmopolitanism and imperial expansion is the one in which Jordanes lived 

and wrote.

1 Downey, 21.
2 Downey, 81.
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Chapter 1: Historiography in the   Getica  

A historiography of the Getica is a historiography of the Goths because the 

study of the source text has often been secondary to the information it contains. This 

section of the thesis will examine some of the scholars most influential to the study of 

the Goths and therefore to the study of the Getica. I will discuss the approach of 

Herwig Wolfram, and how his perception of the Getica's authorship affects his 

interpretation of the evidence for Gothic culture. I will contrast Wolfram with the 

approach taken by Walter Goffart who concentrates on the Getica itself. His view of 

the work's authorship, which differs from Wolfram's, affected his interpretation of the 

work as a cohesive whole. Then I will turn my attention to Peter Heather and his 

focus on archeology, and how the importance of physical remains to the study of the 

Goths affects the perception of the Getica by recent scholars.

Chapter 2: Authorship in the   Getica  

The author of the Getica is a mysterious figure, about whom we know very 

little. What little we can conjecture comes from the text itself. Much of what previous 

scholars have claimed about Jordanes is ambiguous or insupportable. Chapter 2 will 

address the information that is available and draw rough conclusions about the 

biographical information, before turning to an examination of Jordanes as an author, 

and the Getica as historical literature. I interpret Jordanes as a "compiler" of history, 

but still an author in control of his own work. I also propose that the work itself 

should be viewed as a "patchwork" history, representative of a genre of historical 

writing, new at the time of its composition.

Chapter 3: Word Choice and Ethnicity in the   Getica  

This chapter seeks to establish a better understanding of Jordanes' meaning 
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when translating three types of words essential to the narrative and to modern 

scholarship on the late antique barbarians: words for land, people, and rulership. 

The first section deals with Jordanes' words for land, the most important of 

which are sedes, patria, regio, and locus. In examining the way each word is used in 

the text, I suggest a new translation that better fits its use, and allows modern readers 

to perceive Jordanes' choices, rather than rely on the decision of a modern scholar. A 

thorough analysis of these words reveals that Jordanes does not link any tribe with an 

ancestral homeland that can be equated with an Urheimat, the German term 

describing the original homeland of a nation or ethnic group.

The second section of this chapter will examine Jordanes' words for people. 

The words under consideration are gens, natio, populus, and exercitus. These words 

are important both thematically in the narrative and to modern scholars, but have 

often been mistranslated. My analysis of these words shows that a connection 

between peoples and lands does not exist in the Getica, because the meanings of the 

words used do not create this connection in the context of the work.

The last section of chapter 3 focuses on words for rulership, specifically on the 

titles, imperator, princeps, rex, and regulus, used for Roman and barbarian leaders. 

These were rulers of people, rather than territories, and Jordanes applies their titles 

less because of merit or method, and more along Roman versus barbarian lines.

I conclude that previous scholarship has mistreated the Getica, that we must 

acknowledge our ignorance where the author is concerned, while still acknowledging 

his influence on the text. The author's word use gives the terms examined unique 

meanings, demonstrating that Jordanes thinking was radically different from our own. 

My translations, which strive for consistency, are meant to allow the reader to 
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understand Jordanes' word choice, rather than mask his decisions with scholarly 

interpretation.
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Chapter I: The Historiography of the   Getica  

 In this chapter we will examine the previous scholarship on the Getica, and 

the theories that underlie this scholarship. However, some basic information about the 

text is necessary before launching into its associated historiography. The Getica is a 

work in Latin composed in the mid-sixth century, by a notary named Jordanes, who 

lived in Constantinople. Jordanes says that his work is about "the origins and deeds" 

of a people, or group of peoples, called the Getae or Gothi. The manuscript history is 

very complicated, with many examples surviving to the present day, but not much 

consensus among them. As a result, the text compiled by Theodor Mommsen, the 

great German classicist of the nineteenth and early twentieth century,   is riddled with 

misspellings and points of contention. Adding to the confusion is the convoluted 

nature of Jordanes' Latin, and the changing meanings of Latin words in the period in 

which he was writing. Situated somewhere beyond the end of Antiquity but before the 

beginning of the Middle Ages, the text is written in a period that mixes the disciplines 

of the classicist and the medieval historian. 

All this confusion leaves a great deal of room for interpretation, and has led to 

a long and lively historical debate. Because the Getica is the only surviving ancient 

history claiming to be specifically about the Goths, and (it has been argued) written 

by a Goth, it has been seen as the essential font of information, not only about the 

Goths, but also about the other barbarian groups Jordanes mentions. Scholars with 

various motivations have searched the text for every scrap of information that might 

be construed as original to a Gothic source,3 as well as "authentic" references to the 

cultures of other barbarian groups. Often this has been motivated by nationalist 

3 For an example see below, concerning Herwig Wolfram's interpretation of Getica 27.
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leanings, as partisan scholars sought political legitimacy by linking modern peoples 

with late antique tribes in order to construct a past that stretched back as far as the 

Roman era.4 Perhaps as an extension of this goal, scholars of multiple disciplines 

(history, philology, archeology) have spent a lot of effort justifying the use of 

Jordanes' text as a window onto the true nature of the ethnic groups he discusses, 

instead of reading the Getica as it stands and understanding it as a distorting lens 

through which to view the people and events it discusses.  

For the English-speaking audience, the translation of Herwig Wolfram's 

Geschichte der Goten (English title, History of the Goths) is often the first 

introduction to the Getica and to the type of nationally motivated scholarship 

described above. Wolfram does not acknowledge the primacy of Jordanes as author, 

and so his interpretation of the Getica and the information in it is vastly different 

from that of Walter Goffart, who prefers to see the text as a literary construct with 

Jordanes as the primary author. Peter Heather's work, which includes a lot of 

archaeology, will demonstrate the place that the Getica often occupies in the recent 

scholarship.  

Wolfram's History of the Goths, first published in the United States in 1988, 

represents the culmination of a century of work on the Goths generally and the Getica 

specifically. His focus is, appropriately, on the people, their culture, and their history. 

His goal is to do for the modern audience what Jordanes did for the 

Constantinopolitan audience. There are many problems underlying Wolfram's work, 

but his treatment of the Getica and its author, Jordanes, is the one that pertains to this 

discussion. 

4 See Patrick Geary, Myth of Nations, Princeton University Press, Princeton, (2002). 
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Key to Wolfram’s interpretation are two passages from Jordanes' prefatory 

letter to the Getica. In the first, Jordanes writes, "You [Castalius] urge, that I, in my 

own words, narrow down the twelve books of the Senator [Cassiodorus] concerning 

the origins and deeds of the Goths from long ago up until now descending through 

generations and rulers into this one little book."5 Jordanes says that his work 

condenses another. Later on Jordanes explains his own contribution: "To these also, I 

have added appropriate things from several Greek and Latin histories, [mixing in] an 

introduction and conclusion, and I have mingled many things in my own words into 

the middle."6 For Wolfram, Jordanes' prefatory letter should be interpreted as an 

admission that what follows contains almost no original work, but is instead a faithful 

reproduction (if an abridgment) of the work of Cassiodorus Senator, the important 

advisor to Theodoric the Great, the king of the Goths and Romans in Italy from 471-

526. 

In his introduction to the History of the Goths, Wolfram launches into a page-

long explanation of Cassiodorus' life and works, while neatly side-stepping the author 

of his actual source with two minor qualifying clauses.7 This dismissal is continuous. 

He never provides any information about Jordanes or his relevancy to the text beyond 

that he is a "Goth from the Balkans,"8 an only tenuously supportable claim, as we will 

see in chapter 2. Toward the end of his explanation of Cassiodorus and his works, 

Wolfram assures his reader, "In the formal structure of his work, Cassiodorus, as 

compiler of ancient and barbarian traditions, is unoriginal. But the content is 

5 Getica 1.
6 Getica 3.
7 Herwig Wolfram, History of the Goths, Berkeley: University of California Press. (1988.), 3.
8 Wolfram, History of the Goths, 15.
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unique . . . "9 Writers who came before Cassiodorus did make use of what they 

claimed were authentic traditions of barbarian peoples. But to say anything at all 

about the "formal structure" or "content" of Cassiodorus' work, or even to assume that 

he made use of barbarian traditions, is purely speculative. 

Seeing the Getica as the work of Cassiodorus is attractive for a number of 

reasons. We know considerably more about Cassiodorus and his works than we know 

about Jordanes. He was magister officiorum not just to Theodoric but also to his 

successor, and wrote a large number of royal letters and speeches, many of which are 

extant.10 Most importantly, we know that he wrote some sort of Gothic history, now 

entirely lost. We also know that it was twelve books long because he says so in a 

speech written for King Athalaric. For Jordanes, however, we have only his Getica 

and Romana, a mixture of providential and Roman history,11 and the tiny amount of 

autobiographical information contained in those works. On the Origins and Deeds of 

the Goths (the original name of the Getica and possibly also of Cassiodorus' work) 

would appear much more reliable if it could be securely attributed to someone as 

famous, successful, and well-connected as Cassiodorus. Because of Wolfram's 

inclination to consider the extant Getica as a window on the lost work of Cassiodorus 

and therefore, a window directly on the Goths themselves, he downplays both 

Jordanes as an author and many of the problematic details of the text itself. He even 

goes so far as to refer to Cassiodorus as a direct source. For example, he attributes the 

"linguistically significant catalog of Scandinavian peoples"12 to Cassiodorus, although 

9 Wolfram, History of the Goths,  4.
10 Mainly in the collection that goes by the modern title of Variae.
11 A genre of Christian historical writing that traces the history of the world, beginning with the 

events of Genesis and ending with the second coming. It usually seeks to place historical/secular 
events in the context of the divine plan of salvation. 

12 Wolfram, History of the Goths, 14. 
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it is only attested in the Getica, where Jordanes does not cite any source at all. 

Wolfram makes this sort of attribution because he believes that any information for 

which Jordanes does not cite a source must naturally belong to Cassiodorus and could 

not be the work of anyone else. 

Wolfram's approach has downplayed not only the author of the Getica, but 

also the information in the Getica. Instead, conclusions based on theory have taken 

the fore in scholarship based on Wolfram's approach. When Wolfram discusses how 

the Goths learned history, he concentrates on the single line in the Getica which refers 

to histories recited as ancient songs,13 rather than look to what the Getica has to say 

about the education of the Goths, such as in sections 69-71. Instead, he reaches the 

conclusion that the Goths learned their history through song. 

This assertion derives in part from Traditionskern theory proposed by 

Reinhard Wenskus, and especially elaborated in his 1977 book, Stammesbildung und 

Verfassung. This theory proposes that ethnic groups form around and are maintained 

by a core of tradition connected to a semi-mythic event or line of kings (or both). The 

ethnic groups persist as long as the core of tradition is propagated by its members. 

This theory informs all of Wolfram's conclusions about the Goths. In his formulation, 

this kernel was formed around the Amal line of kings and the event referred to in 

section 27 of the Getica, where a broken bridge separates the Goths into two distinct 

peoples. Wolfram's treatment of this episode offers us a view of his method. He 

explains that, "it is possible that this story preserves common barbarian experiences 

during the migrations."14 This demonstrates his assumption, based on Traditionskern 

theory, that most barbarians groups held some similar event in tribal memory. 
13 Getica 28.
14 Wolfram, History of the Goths, 42-3.
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However, he does conjecture some explanations more grounded in his primary 

sources. "The river that separated the Goths was probably the Dnieper. But the story 

of the collapse of the bridge surely does not refer to the Goths' living on both banks of 

the river. For the Dnieper in no way impeded communication and is nowhere 

described as an uncrossable border of the two tribal territories; had it been otherwise, 

we would have read as much in the Origo Gothica." These remarks do and do not use 

the text of the Getica as it stands. Wolfram integrates the idea of the bridge, taken 

from the Getica, into his own theories, but in referring to an "Origo Gothica," the 

name he uses for the lost work of Cassiodorus, he glosses over the fact that the 

Getica is the source he actually has before him. Jordanes says that an unspecified 

river, crossed by Filimer's Goths, creates an impassable barrier. "For that place, just as 

it is related, is confined with deep, encircling, trembling swamps, which renders it 

impassable from either side by the disorder of nature."15 Wolfram's choice of the 

Dnieper, which conflicts with his source text, is based upon archaeological evidence. 

Although this evidence comes with its own problems, Wolfram does not bother to 

confront them.

As with much of Wolfram's work on the Goths, he creates a consistent image 

of barbarian life and history through application of his theory, but his conclusions 

conflict with the information found in the text he is using as a source. His view of 

Jordanes as a writer justifies his interpretations, by allowing him to sidestep the 

difficulties inherent in the text. For Wolfram, Jordanes' word choice does not matter, 

because Cassiodorus is the only important influence on the information contained in 

the Getica. 

15 Getica 27.
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Walter Goffart focuses more on the text itself in his work, particularly in 

Narrators of Barbarian History. Goffart is conscious of the way that the study of the 

Goths has left its sources in the dust and so proposes to re-evaluate the sources for 

themselves. He examines not only the Getica of Jordanes, but also the works of 

Gregory of Tours, the Venerable Bede, and Paul the Deacon. Although Jordanes has 

been seen as an "early medieval" writer along with the other four authors Goffart 

examines, Goffart himself argues against this view, saying that instead, the Getica 

should be seen as more similar to traditional works of Roman history. He lays out his 

premises in the following way: "An author [. . .] taken seriously in his own right 

stands a chance of having his opinions and literary talent valued as an integral part of 

the information he conveys."16  Further, "If context is important, it is rivaled by the 

need to grasp each author's work as an artistic whole, often illuminated by his other 

writings. History is a type of literature."17 Goffart seeks to determine what types of 

stories his historians are telling. For this reason he integrates the Getica into a 

"library" that includes Jordanes' other work, the Romana. Goffart argues that this 

work is best understood in two distinct parts. "Parts I and II form the Romana. The 

Gothic history also ending in 551, is simply Part III . . . Jordanes, otherwise unknown, 

needs to be assessed as a creator of a little historical library centered in Justinian's 

reign, and not solely as the author of a "national" Gothic history."18 The Romana is 

the work that Jordanes says he interrupted in order to write the Getica, and refers to 

as Concerning an Abbreviation of the Chronicles. Goffart has one more important 

premise. He claims that Jordanes should be viewed as an author in his own right. His 

16 Walter Goffart, Narrators of Barbarian History, Princeton University Press, Princeton (1988), 15. 
17  Goffart, Narrators, 17.
18 Goffart, Narrators, 21.
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first reason is that Cassiodorus' work is unrecoverable. The second is that the Getica 

should be seen as a cohesive whole.

Perhaps one of the most difficult things to show about the Getica is how the 

work coheres. Goffart searches for a solution to this problem, by uniting the work's 

disparate parts under an overarching plot along the lines of a romance. He spotlights 

the wedding between a Goth, Mathasuentha, and an eastern Roman named Germanus, 

as well as the birth of their son Germanus Postumus. These people are mentioned 

three times in the course of the work. Goffart correlates these events to the unification 

of the Goths and Romans following the first, attempted reconquest of Italy by 

Justinian in 540. In this formulation, the gender roles of the real-world players are 

intended to line up with metaphorical roles of the two peoples: the Goths taking the 

female role, the Romans, the male role. In his own words, "The whole of the Getica is 

organized to bring about this happy outcome,"19 the marriage of Goths to Romans. 

 Goffart's premises are excellent. He claims that he will treat the work as a 

whole and view it as a literary effort, rather than seek to find the true origin of the 

Goths within its pages. This is a commendable idea, and at the time of his writing 

(1988), I think, a fairly innovative one. He explains the starting point for his plot this 

way: 

"Happy endings" are not incidental features of the narratives that 
contain them; they are signposts of a type of plot whose general outline 
is familiar to everyone: "take two or more persons who belong together 
(for instance, a pair of lovers), . . . separate them violently, subject them 
to all sorts of hair raising adventures by land and sea, reunite them at 
the end, cause them to recognize one another, and so let all end 
happily."20 

19 Goffart, Narrators, 22.
20 J. H. Delargy, quoted in Scobie, "Storytellers, Storytelling, and the Novel," 252, quoted in Goffart, 

Narrators, 73.
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But as Goffart himself says, he is not a trained literary critic and his analysis 

leaves a lot to be desired. The first and most unsettling sign that something is slightly 

amiss comes on page 75 when he dismisses the first 75 sections of the Getica as 

"inconsequential." This is particularly disturbing given his commitment to treating the 

work as a whole. Less glaring, but no less important, is the relative prominence of the 

three sections he cites which mention Mathesuentha and her marriage and son. By 

treating these sections first, separately from their context, he creates a false sense of 

their prominence in the work. A casual reader, or even a dedicated reader who did not 

already have Goffart's plot in mind, is not likely to make note of the first two 

mentions, simply because they seem to have no particular relevance outside their 

immediate context. This is especially true of the first one, which is in section 81, 

because it appears to be simply the end of a genealogy of the Amal line, 

demonstrating that the family survived into the time of the Getica's writing. 

Goffart has two generic elements which constitute a love-story plot and 

neither are truly present in the Getica.  The first is a "courtship" process, and the 

second is "an absurd or irrational law which keeps the lovers apart."21 In Goffart's 

interpretation of the Getica, the "courtship" is apparently the process of federation 

explained in Getica 112 and 145. Again, the relative importance of these events in the 

text makes their importance to Goffart's plot disconcerting. Thirty-three sections of 

text devoted to Vandals, Huns, Hermanaric, and Valens separate the two snippets of 

text that refer to federation. Having jumped around a bit making other points, Goffart 

returns to the beginning of section 75 as though the Goths were already federated. 

The Goths suddenly materialize in a guise not very distant from the one 

21 Goffart, Narrators, 78.
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they have at the end, as treaty partners of the Romans enjoying imperial 
bounty, and the action moves at once into the first of its most 
characteristically recurring incidents: fearing interruption or denial of 
their consecrated Roman subsidies, the Goths attack the Empire.22 

From here on out any figure characterized as bad by Jordanes is an impediment to the 

"lovers" and their romance, much like pirates in an ancient Greek novel. The various 

wars between Goths and Romans, like the one referenced above, are interpreted as 

lovers’ quarrels.

The other generic element which Goffart considers intrinsic to a love-story 

plot is, "an absurd or irrational law." What Goffart calls a "law" is often actually a 

conflict which creates a social taboo, such as the feud between Montagues and 

Capulets that keeps Romeo and Juliet apart. Goffart identifies Gothic kingship as this 

type of conflict, saying that Gothic kingship as a political institution prevents 

peaceful Roman/Gothic interaction. He explains his point this way, "The Goths who 

acclaimed them [their kings] as demigods--that is to say, who elevated them from 

patriarchal chieftaincy to kingship--made the mistake of according divine honors to 

human beings. The Goths' acclamation created a structural barrier, additional to the 

human obstructors: it brought into being 'the absurd or irrational law' fundamental to 

the social order that would keep the hero and heroine apart." However, Goffart has 

not identified what Gothic kingship means, and instead assumes that it resembles 

medieval kingship where the ruler was anointed and therefore semi-divine. His note 

cites Geitca 42, where Jordanes first explains the division of the Goths into Visigoths 

and Ostrogoths. 

42 Tertia vero sede super mare Ponticum iam humaniores et, ut 

22 Goffart, Narrators, 75.
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superius diximus, prudentiores effecti, divisi per familias populi, 
Vesegothae familiae Balthorum, Ostrogothae praeclaris Amalis 
serviebant. 

42 But in the third settlement above the Pontic sea, these people 
now became more civilized and experienced, as we said above, the 
populace dividing into families served the Visigothic family of the 
Balths, and the famous Ostrogothic Amals.

A word for rule is missing from this section, but the leaders of the Goths are 

certainly called reges, usually translated "kings," elsewhere. Goffart has translated the 

word rex without considering that its meaning may be different in Jordanes' writing. 

There is a section about the worship of Mars just before this, and, certainly, medieval 

kings were accorded a semi-divine status, but in the actual passage cited by Goffart 

there is no association between kingship and divinity. He also does not account for 

the cooperation between Roman emperors and Gothic kings demonstrated in the text. 

Getica 290-1 suggests that independent Gothic rule is not an impediment to 

Gothic/Roman relations. When Theodoric asks Emperor Zeno for permission to 

invade Italy and rule it as a client king, Zeno assents. Goffart's imperfect 

understanding of Jordanes' terms impedes his argument, and causes him to see a 

problem where none exists. 

I point out these alternate interpretations and the relatively weak 

underpinnings of Goffart's argument less in an effort to prove it wrong than to 

demonstrate that it relies on painting the Getica in strokes nearly as broad as those 

used by scholars like Wolfram. By passing over the many digressions and outright 

odd moments in the work, he creates a false sense of cohesion. Goffart's argument is 

viable but not compelling exactly because it is based on a sort of universal type. The 

simplistic structure of the romance plot, or, construed even more broadly, a 

unification plot, can be imposed on almost any story. As Brian Croke says, the text's 
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"plain messages make it difficult to construe the Getica more elaborately and subtly 

as a self-consciously ironic propaganda plot with a fairytale ending."23 A whole list of 

things work against Goffart's claim that he is treating the work as a unified literary 

construct. He dismisses the first 75 sections, treats long tracts concerning other 

barbarian peoples, especially the Huns, as merely "a useful devise for omitting 

properly Gothic history,"24 and assumes that Jordanes' purpose is clear without 

understanding his terms. That said, Goffart insistently focuses on Jordanes as an 

author in control of his text and conscious of his audience, in order to make 

arguments about his overarching plot, and this is very useful to the discussion at hand. 

Wolfram's and Goffart's views of Jordanes as an author highlight one aspect of 

the present study, while Peter Heather's view of the text indicates another. Heather's 

successive works on the Goths incorporate much modern scholarship on material 

remains. For him the information in the text is subordinate to what can be learned 

through archeology. He represents a third approach to the study of the Goths as a 

whole and of the Getica in particular. 

Heather reveals a debt to the Wolfram school of thought. Like Wolfram he 

interprets Jordanes' preface to mean that he was "by his own account, closely 

following the by now lost Gothic History of the Roman Senator Cassiodorus."25 His 

position is not as extreme as that of his predecessor. He explains the relationship 

between Jordanes and his source thusly: "Jordanes certainly shaped and added to 

what he learned from Cassiodorus, but his dependence upon it was very significant."26 

23 Brian Croke, "Latin Historiography and the Barbarian Kingdoms," in Greek and Roman 
Historiography in Late Antiquity: fourth to sixth century A.D., ed. by Gabriele Marasco. Leiden : 
Brill, 2003, 374. (349-389)

24 Goffart, Narrators, 85.
25 Peter Heather, The Goths, Blackwell Publishers Inc, Malden, Mass. (1996) p.  9.
26 Heather, The Goths, 9.
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He occasionally goes so far as to speak of Cassiodorus' work as though he has read it 

by reading the Getica,27 but in other places he speaks neutrally of "the author of the 

Getica," allowing readers to fill in whichever name they feel is appropriate. 

Wolfram also relied heavily on archeology for his arguments, drawing on the 

seminal work of Kossina (c. 1920), but the field has changed a great deal in the 

intervening time and Heather tries to account for these changes. He explains, "For 

Kossina, each people or tribe mentioned in the ancient sources had its own distinctive 

material culture,"28 and goes on to explain that this is insupportable. There simply are 

not enough distinct archaeological "cultures" for each tribe mentioned in the sources 

to have its own. Nevertheless, Heather is undaunted, and by interrelating the written 

and the archaeological evidence, which provides an internal dating system for the 

material remains, he seeks to prove that "None the less, for early Gothic history, more 

than enough has been achieved to make it possible to use this [dating] system to work 

backwards in time and space from the Black Sea, identifying a Gothic involvement in 

both the Černjachov and Wielbark cultures."29 Largely based on the Getica, Heather 

positions the Goths on the Black Sea at such a time that their presence there would 

correspond with the height of the Černjachov and Wielbark cultures. The passage he 

has in mind is a description of King Filimer leading the Gothic people from the 

shores of Europe to a "most suitable place and agreeable location,"30 in Scythia along 

the shores of the Black Sea. These conclusions rely on mutual support between text 

and physical remains, but once this location of settlement has been established, the 

mutual support breaks down. As Heather uses archeology mainly to disprove the text, 

27 Heather, The Goths, 13.
28 Heather, The Goths, 13.
29 Heather, The Goths, 19.
30 Getica 27.
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the archaeological evidence takes precedence when discussing a possible 

Scandinavian origin for the Goths. 

Heather's treatment of archaeological evidence encourages scholars to set 

aside textual evidence in favor of physical remains when studying late antique 

barbarians, with the result that the Getica's importance diminishes to near non-

existence. Despite the minimal treatment given to material remains by other English 

speaking scholars, Heather insists that "our  understanding of Gothic history has been 

hugely advanced by a century of archaeological investigation," and he applies his 

premises about the relationship between the Černjachov culture and Goths to political 

divisions, Roman-Goth interactions, socio-political stratification, as well as to 

possible geographic distributions of Gothic or related peoples.31 However, because of 

Heather's reliance on archaeological evidence, written evidence, and especially the 

Getica (because of his Wolfram-like attitude toward its authorship), is often treated as 

inaccurate. This may be entirely justifiable. Heather emphasizes that Jordanes' vision 

of a single people, united under the leadership of a dynastic kingship and migrating 

together all over Europe is severely undermined by the archaeological record, as well 

as by anthropological studies on migration. What this means for us as scholars of the 

Getica is that this text occupies a position of increasing irrelevance to the study of the 

people it claims to document. 

So what is the relevance of the Getica? We have seen that in studies which 

seek to learn about the Goths through this work, the work itself is often 

misrepresented, and its various and intricate problems largely ignored. In the case of 

Wolfram, focusing on the work which may stand behind it, means overlooking the 

31 Heather, The Goths, 52-7, 59, 70, and for example 183.
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problems in the text. In Goffart's work, the commitment to the text is there, but by 

imposing his universal romance plot, he oversimplifies the work and obscures its 

value as a historical document. In the third case, Heather supplements the information 

to the point of ignoring the work altogether. 

One of the most useful things that Goffart does is lay out the probable 

ideological conflict between Cassiodorus, writing in the 530's in an Italy ruled by 

Ostrogoths, and Jordanes, writing in Justinian's Constantinople, probably after the 

Gothic kingdom had been dismantled.32 This conflict bolsters his argument that the 

work of Cassiodorus cannot be retrieved through the Getica, and that Jordanes was an 

independent author in full control of his text. Determining who Jordanes was and 

what was his contribution to the text is the first step to understanding it and what it 

has to contribute to the study of late antique barbarian peoples. 

32 Goffart, Narrators, 27-8.
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Chapter II: The Authorship of the   Getica  

The only things we know about the author, Jordanes, come from the Getica 

itself. He does not provide any biographical information about himself in the 

Romana. Everything about him is heavily debated, from his ethnicity and religion to 

his education and age. The Getica provides another type of information beyond the 

purely biographical. We can learn what type of author Jordanes was, and what sort of 

work he wrote. This chapter explores the author's attributes, then moves on to a 

discussion of the nature of the Getica itself.

In retrieving information about Jordanes from the Getica, translations and 

interpretations concerning Jordanes' tribe of origin have differed. In the final 

paragraph (section 316) of the Getica, Jordanes reassures his readers of the veracity 

of his work by saying, Nec me quis in favorem gentis praedictae, quasi ex ipsa 

trahenti originem, aliqua addidisse credat, quam quae legi et comperi. "Nor should 

anyone believe that I added anything in favor of the aforementioned tribe beyond 

what I read and learned, as if I were derived from the same origin." The grammar is 

unclear, but this passage has been interpreted to mean that he is derived from  Gothic 

origins as far back as 1889.33 This is not as absurd as it sounds. The key term in this 

sentence is quasi, here translated traditionally as "as if." In classical Latin the word's 

primary use is in hypothetical comparison, where the reader is meant to understand 

that the two things compared with quasi are not alike. However, it can also be used in 

real comparison, to mean "just like, as." The meaning of this word does not change 

substantially in the middle ages, but in Jordanes' usage it usually has the secondary 

meaning of real comparison, as in section 255, following the death of Attila the Hun. 

33 Grienberger, "Die Vorfahren des Jordanes," Germania 34 (1889) 406-9, cited in Mierow, 3.
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255 De quo id accessit mirabile, ut Marciano principi Orientis 
de tam feroci hoste sollicito in somnis divinitas adsistens arcum Attilae 
in eadem nocte fractum ostenderet, quasi quod gens ipsa eo telo 
multum praesumat.

255 Concerning which it constitutes a miracle, that a divinity 
appearing in sleep to Marcianus the emperor of the east, then concerned 
about his ferocious enemy, showed the bow of Attila broken on that 
same night, as if that race itself depended a great deal on that bow.

Jordanes surely intends us to believe that the Huns did depend a great deal 

upon the bow, and by metonymy on Attila himself, because following Attila's death 

his descendants divide up the tribes and slowly fade from the narrative.  

Other theories about Jordanes' origin have revolved around analysis of the 

name Alanoviiamuth from section 266. 

266 Cuius Candacis Alanoviiamuthis patris mei genitor Paria, id 
est meus avus, notarius; quousque Candac ipse viveret, fuit, eiusque 
germanae filio Gunthicis, qui et Baza dicebatur, mag. mil., filio 
Andages fili Andele de prosapia Amalorum descendente, ego item 
quamvis agramatus Iordannis ante conversionem meam notarius fui. 

266. Paria, the parent of my father, that is to say my grandfather, 
was notary to this Candac Alanoviiamuth as long as Candac himself 
lived, and likewise, I, Jordanes, although unlearned was a secretary 
before my conversion, to Gunthic the son of his sister, who was also 
called Baza, Master of the Soldiery, [and] to Andele, son of the son 
Andages a descendant from the lineage of the Amals. 

Many scholars, including Charles Mierow, have thought Alanoviiamuthis to be the 

name of Jordanes' father because of its proximity to the word patris. Going further, 

Mommsen argued that this was not only the name of Jordanes' father, but also an 

Alanic name and therefore Jordanes must be an Alan. But later scholars, from Mierow 

to Goffart, felt that the evidence was stronger for Jordanes as a Goth based on section 

316, and the meaning of quasi. There is no particular grammatical reason to associate 

the name Alanoviiamuthis with the word patris, which follows it, rather than with 
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Candacis, which precedes it, except that Candac has already been introduced above.34 

Further, Jordanes himself assures us elsewhere in the text, that it is not unusual for a 

barbarian of one group to take a name from another group.35 

The final sentence of 266 contains two points of interest on our quest to learn 

about the author and his attributes.  Just as Jordanes’ grandfather, Paria, was a notary, 

so too was Jordanes a notary “quamvis agramatus . . .ante conversionem.”  

Taking up the last phrase first, there were many types of "conversion" in the 

world Jordanes lived in. There was conversion from paganism to Christianity, from 

one type of Christianity to another, and, within a given branch of Christianity, from 

the secular to the monastic life. Given his numerous comments in support of the 

established church, and his condemnation of Emperor Valens for converting the Goths 

to Arian Christianity,36 there is no doubt that by the time he wrote the Getica, 

Jordanes was an "orthodox" Christian. However, it is an open question what religion 

he may have professed earlier in life. The generally accepted interpretation of ante 

conversionem is that he had converted to the monastic life. Support for this theory 

comes from his use of frater as a form of address in section 3. Customary use of this 

epithet, however, varied widely. It could be used to address a monk, but also to 

designate a fellow Christian who may or may not taken orders.37 The use of this term 

suggests to us not that Jordanes was a monk, but that the person to whom he was 

writing was. 

The word agramatus has many meanings and thus tells us less than it appears 

34 At the end of Getica 265.
35 Getica, 58.
36 Getica, 138.
37 Niermeyer 1.592, definition 1: title to address a fellow Christian, 2: brother with reference to a 

monk, a member of a military order or a canon. 
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to. One could assume that it means that, at the time of the Getica's writing, as 

opposed to when he was a notary, Jordanes considered himself a learned man. The 

word itself is not Latin, but is borrowed and transliterated from Greek. It does not 

mean "without grammar," but "without learning," although what learning is unclear. If 

Jordanes was a notary, he must have had some sort of education, so perhaps 

agramatus here means without a formal education in Latin and/or Greek, or simply 

that he was not well read. Wandering even farther afield, it could be construed to 

mean that he lacked formal knowledge of Christian doctrine. It would be helpful if we 

had a better idea of what use barbarian leaders like Candac, and Gunthic/Baza might 

have for a notary, but unfortunately we do not. His time as a notary would also mean 

that, from an early age, he must have known Latin, as well as several "barbarian" 

languages. 

Two sections from the Getica suggest the author's age at the time of writing. 

The first is a comment in Getica 1, that he is taking up his task "in old age." A relative 

sense of Jordanes' age at the time of writing can also be ascertained from the second 

section, 266. The Getica itself can be securely dated to 551 AD, because it must have 

been completed after the marriage of Mathasuentha and Germanus (542), but before 

Justinian's second (successful) campaign to reconquer Italy in 554. Both Goffart and 

Croke have suggested rough estimates for when Paria served as secretary to Candac 

based on Getica section 265. If we use Goffart's estimate of 454 AD for an elderly 

Paria’s employment by Candac, or, if, to be even more radical, we use Croke's 

estimate which puts Jordanes' grandfather "in his prime" in 451,38 then "close to a 

century seems to be spanned by the three short generations from grown-up Paria to a 

38 Croke, 370.
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less-than-senile Jordanes."39 As Goffart points out, this seems a bit of a stretch, but is 

not impossible. At any rate, it would certainly make Jordanes very old at the time of 

the Getica's composition. From this it is possible to deduce that Jordanes was a man 

of experience, at least in life, if not in politics or the writing of history. That he 

composed the work in the later part of his life seems likely if we assume that he has 

retired to a monastic life after a secular career, even if we do not take Goffart's or 

Croke's chronologies as gospel. 

In summary, based on the information he provides in he Getica, we can 

conclude that Jordanes was of barbarian descent, probably a Goth, and definitely a 

Christian. He and his ancestors served as a notaries to barbarians generals. When he 

wrote the Getica he looked back on this period of his life and considered himself in 

some way unlearned. But at the time of the Getica's writing he was quite old, but 

much more educated and able to draw on a variety of sources. Although we can know 

very little about the details of Jordanes' life, the Getica itself can tell us a great deal 

about him as an author.

  Now that we have separated what it is possible to know from what we do not 

know about Jordanes' biography, we can turn to what we know about him as an 

author. First we will examine his sources, then his compositional technique and the 

genre that the Getica represents.

Jordanes had a wide variety of other sources at his disposal and made use of 

many. His sources include not only Cassiodorus, whom Jordanes acknowledges in his 

prefatory letter, but also many other Greek and Latin authors. The time Jordanes spent 

as a secretary could serve as a silent source of personal experience. This idea is very 

39 Goffart, Narrators, 43.
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important to Brian Croke. As he explains, "Jordanes’ independent access to Amal 

tradition and how this may be reflected in the Getica, has not always been fully 

appreciated. Cassiodorus need not have been Jordanes' only source of information on 

Amal history and tradition."40 For Croke, this period of Jordanes' life provides an 

explanation for information Jordanes possessed independent of Cassiodorus. 

Certainly, time spent in the midst of a barbarian army would be helpful in describing 

barbarians, but we do not know for  how long Jordanes was a notary or where. In 

addition, Jordanes nowhere cites this period of his life as a source of information, 

suggesting either that he did not consider it scholarly, or that he learned nothing of 

value. 

In section 1 of the Getica, Jordanes claims to be condensing the "twelve books 

of the Senator concerning the origins and deeds of the Goths from long ago up until 

now descending through generations and kings into this one little book." The 

scholarly consensus is that "Senator" refers to Cassiodorus, who is the only other 

person known to have composed a lengthy history of the Goths, now entirely lost. We 

know very little about the content of Cassiodorus' history, beyond what Jordanes tells 

us in his preface, and what Cassiodorus says in letters and speeches. Like Jordanes he 

traced the history of the Goths through their kings and "made Roman history out of a 

Gothic origin." It is impossible to know just how much Jordanes relied on the work 

he claims to be epitomizing because he does not mention Cassiodorus anywhere 

except in the preface. 

Jordanes says in section 3 that he added pertinent information to this 

Cassiodoran epitome, from various Greek and Latin authors. We can witness his use 

40 Croke, 369. 
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of some extant authors. In addition to drawing from Cassiodorus, he drew on Rufinus 

for his preface, Orosius for much of the geography,41 Priscus for a great deal in the 

middle, especially about the Huns, as well as many others. Some of these, Jordanes 

cites by name, including the mysterious Ablabius, the secure identification of whom 

has eluded scholars for centuries.42 But others, such as Prosper43 he uses without 

acknowledgment.  The use of so many sources adds to our information about 

Jordanes and his work in two ways. First it affirms that he knew Greek, and therefore 

wrote in Latin by choice rather than by necessity. It also tells us that Jordanes was 

well-versed in the authorities of his own time. 

Discussing Carolingian writers, Rosamond McKitterick proposes an 

interpretation of author as compiler or "patchwork" historian44 that fits Jordanes and 

the Getica.  This interpretation of what authorship might mean for late antique and 

early medieval writers allows us to recognize each writer's unique contribution to a 

work, while still acknowledging that much of it is someone else's composition. The 

authorial art in such a composition lies in juxtaposition of sources and authorities in 

order to tell a new story, or an old story in a new way. The Getica itself suggests this 

version of authorship, when Jordanes uses the common classical metaphor of 

"gathering fish from the pools of the ancients" to describe the process of his own 

writing. Using this "patchwork" method, he produced the text through appliqué and 

embroidery, rather than weaving an entirely new cloth. This view of the Getica's 

41 See A. H. Merrills, History and Geography in Late Antiquity, (2005), New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 35-168. 

42 See Charles Mierow's introduction, 19 for a full exploration of sources in the Getica, as well as 
Barry Baldwin "Sources for the Getica of Jordanes," despite its somewhat circular logic. 

43 Mierow, 35-6.
44 Rosamond McKitterick, "The audience for Latin historiography in the Early Middle Ages: text 

transmission and manuscript dissemination," in Historiographie im frühen Mittelalter, hrsg. von 
Anton Scharer und Georg Scheibelreiter. Wien; München : Oldenbourg, 1994. p. 96-114.
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creator as compiler, but one who was conscious of the artistry of his work, is also 

consistent with the wide variety of sources used. Jordanes could have borrowed 

heavily from Cassiodorus, even deriving whole passages as well as the backbone of 

chronology and genealogy that underpins the text, while still acknowledging that he 

"had a mind and a pen of his own and presumably used them because he had better 

things to do than reproduce a single model."45 

 Jordanes owes Cassiodorus a debt at least for the choice of subject matter. In 

a speech written by Cassiodorus, but delivered to the Roman Senate by King 

Athalaric, Cassiodorus is said to have originem Gothicam historiam fecit esse 

Romanam.46 This line indicates a sense of fusing the history of the two peoples, either 

by giving Gothic and Roman history equal status, or by fusing factual or generic 

elements of the two histories into a single narrative whole. Jordanes' history of the 

Goths, and even more broadly his Romana and Getica together, also weave together 

Roman and Gothic history. 

Walter Goffart argues on the basis of subject matter that the Getica is not a 

new kind of work, but this ignores issues of genre. Classical genre theory categorized 

works on the basis of form (prose or poetry, type of meter) and on the basis of 

subject, and generally did not acknowledge interplay between genres. However, it has 

been well proven that classical works include a great deal of generic mixing. 

Elements of epic appear in elegy, elements of tragedy in comedy, etc. "Generation 

after generation found the idea of genre as essence or recipe to be the perfect foil for a 

poetics that was more concerned with teasing indeterminacy than with purity of any 

45 Goffart, Narrators, 30.
46 Goffart, Narrators,  35-6 "He turned Gothic decent into Roman history," is Goffart's own 

translation. He also suggests  "He made the 'Origin of the Goths' a part of Roman history," a 
translation provided by Hodgkin.  
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kind."47 Medieval genre theory takes into account not only prose vs poetry, or metrical 

forms, but also language as a generic marker. The pool of examples from sixth 

century Constantinople makes it difficult to say how authors or theorists viewed 

issues of genre in the context of the Getica's writing, but it is likely that these issues 

were in flux. "Genre" with likely still defined by form, taking into account the 

prose/poetry dichotomy as well as meter, but it is probable that subject matter played 

a greater role in the categorization of a work than it did in previous centuries. 

Language may also have defined a work generically, although securely establishing 

what language would define a work as, is probably impossible. The safest road is 

through the realm of subject matter, because the form of a work often became 

dependent on the subject. Thus epic meter was employed to write epic topics, and 

prose was used to write on subjects like history and the lives of saints.

Goffart's argument, like the one in the paragraph above, is largely about 

subject matter. He explains that "the title Narrators of Barbarian History speaks to a 

modern audience in terms with which it is familiar, but it should not be understood to 

mean that the authors in question wrote a type of history sharply contrasting in  

subject to that practiced in earlier centuries," (emphasis mine).48 In his effort to refute 

the idea that the Getica represented a revolutionary change in the way history was 

written, he broadens his definition of historical writing to include many works not 

usually valued on the same level as those of Tacitus or even Jordanes. The works he 

includes on his list of neglected "histories" are many and varied. He brings together 

Josephus with works such as The History of Apollonius of Tyre, various chronicles, 

biographies, ecclesiastical and providential history, as well as hagiography. These 
47 Farrell, 396.
48 Goffart, Narrators, 6.
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disparate works are broadly similar, because in the late antique period these types of 

works did not restrict themselves to strictly "Roman" topics, such as Roman military 

history. Instead they encompassed peoples and individuals from all over and beyond 

the empire. We are right in considering all of these works "history," not least because 

their writers considered them such. But Goffart's broad definition, while it expands 

our understanding of historical writing in the period, belies the fact that each type of 

work is written in a very different genre. Just as hagiography is written in a very 

different way from chronicle, so too is the Getica in a different genre than Tacitus' 

Annales, or even the books of Ammianus Marcellinus, who wrote his work fewer than 

two hundred years earlier. Therefore, it is entirely accurate to say that Jordanes' works 

and others like them did not differ in subject from what came before. But we must not 

lose sight of how the Getica is different; namely, it represents a separate genre. But 

what is this genre of historical writing?

The difference in genre between the Getica and what came before it becomes 

apparent when we return to Rosamond McKitterick's interpretation of "author" as 

"compiler." Jordanes has often been criticized for including so little of his own 

content. He privileges another person's experience over his own, whatever that might 

have been. He leaves behind the style of history that uses personal anecdote, 

exemplified by Priscus or by Ammianus Marcellinus, substituting another's 

experiences for his own. He integrates "ancient songs" and "old wives' tales,"49 

whether agreeing with or dismissing them. Further, as Croke hints by calling the 

Getica "partly annalistic, partly biographical,"50 Jordanes can be considered a 

compiler of genres as well as of sources. His work follows a rough backbone of 
49 Getica 28 and 38
50 Croke, 355.
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genealogy, by outlining the lives of the Amal and Balth kings, and thus combines 

elements of classical biography, primarily concerned with the lives of great men, with 

traditional history. Geography, plays a strong role throughout. His other work, the 

Romana, is an extended example of providential history in two parts, so he is clearly 

capable of picking a more "traditional" genre and sticking to it. This mixture of 

authorities and old wives' tales, geography and history, "legend" and "fact," while 

neglecting personal experience, resembles very little that came before, but a great 

deal that came after. 

Subsequent writers, not only big names or near-contemporaries like Gregory 

of Tour or Paul the Deacon, but much later or less well-known writers, like Geoffry of 

Monmouth or Dudo of St. Quentin, emulate this style of writing, which relies heavily 

on the juxtaposition of authorities rather than long tracts of original composition. 

Their sources are not always explicitly cited, any more so than Jordanes' are, but 

would have been transparent to their original audience because the medieval 

educational system concentrated so heavily on a select group of canonical texts. 

Many of these writers adopted the technique, and used it when writing a particular 

type of history, the propagandistic history of a specific people or of a new regime. 

Thus, Gregory used it for the Merovingian kings (c. 590), Paul for the Lombards (c. 

790), Geoffry for the English (c. 1130), and Dudo for the ambitious Normans (c. 

1015). As Goffart is quick to point out, "they did not imagine that the Franks, 

Lombards, and others marked an interruption in the course of Christian (read 

historical) literature, such as to turn historiography toward uncharted paths. None of 

them had a subjective sense of doing something that had not been done before."51 

51 Goffart, Narrators, 8. 
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These late antique and medieval writers, including Jordanes himself, may have 

adopted a new genre, but they saw themselves as continuators in a long and venerable 

tradition of historiography, rather than ethnic or even artistic revolutionaries. 

Interpreting Jordanes' literary technique and his role in composing the Getica 

as outlined above, leads to two conclusions about his relationship to Cassiodorus. 

First, viewing Jordanes as an author in his own right, or even as compiler, or 

"patchwork" historian, greatly diminishes the role of Cassiodorus as author. The 

second reason pertains to the context of the work. If Cassiodorus is important to the 

interpretation of the Getica then the work must be viewed as a product of the court of 

Ostrogothic Italy in the early to middle sixth century, but if Jordanes is given his due 

and seen as someone who "had a mind and a pen of his own and presumably used 

them because he had better things to do than reproduce a single model,"52 then the 

context to have in mind is that of mid-sixth century Constantinople and the 

Justinianic Reconquest. The information it provides about ancient Goths becomes 

more suspect, but their place in the society of the later Roman empire becomes 

clearer. 

In summary, we learn from the Getica that Jordanes was of barbarian 

extraction, probably a Goth, and definitely a Christian. At some point in his life he 

served as a notary, and in doing so he was continuing the family business. During this 

period of his life, he considered himself in some way unlearned. At the time of the 

Getica's writing he was quite old, but much more educated and able to draw on a 

variety of sources. Although we can know very little about Jordanes as a person, the 

Getica itself can tell us a great deal about him as an author. As an author Jordanes 

52 Goffart, Narrators, 30.
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used his sources to create a "patchwork" history, rather than rely primarily on his own 

experiences or compositional skill. Inadequate as it is, this is as much biography as 

we can extract. From here it is best to turn to an examination of Jordanes as an author 

based on the text itself. By expanding our understanding of authorship in this period 

so that it recognizes the influence that a compiler has over his work, and recognizing 

that history written in a different genre is a different type of history, we enrich our 

understanding of the work and those that follow it. The interpretation presented here, 

where the Getica is "new" because it represents a new genre of historical writing, 

reminds us that not only did Jordanes and his immediate patron consider his work a 

worthy endeavor, but subsequent writers also considered it, not only worthy of 

reading, but of imitation. 
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Chapter III: Word choice in the   Getica  

The Getica is still caught in a world of scholarship heavily weighted down 

with the propaganda of the 20th century; it is difficult to separate theory from 

interpretation, and thus translation from theory. The connections between lands and 

people, and rulership and people, have been analyzed on the highest levels of 

theoretical discussion. Up to this point scholars have either relied on Charles 

Mierow's 1915 interpretation of the text or approached the text piecemeal, translating 

wit their own theories in mind under the assumption that the words have clear 

traditional meanings. Taking the work of Walter Goffart to heart, this paper tries to 

look at the text of the Getica in its own right, as a literary work written by a certain 

author in a specific place and time, and not as a window through which to view the 

culture and the ideas of the Gothic people. How the author, Jordanes, viewed the 

connections between ethnicity and ownership of territory, and between territory and 

identity, is key to understanding the text and formulating theories of late antique 

ethnic identity. As Kulikowski argues, "our sources were not much interested in what 

ethnicity meant, or how it was manifested, or what precisely they were thinking about 

when they used ethnic language. Under such circumstances, our attempt to create a 

technical vocabulary from the resolutely non-technical usages of the past is an 

exercise in futility."53 Instead, I propose non-technical, but consistent translations that 

acknowledge Jordanes' usage, without forcing any particular ethnographic theory 

onto the text. Three groups of words will serve as a starting point for identifying 

Jordanes' view of these issues: words for lands, peoples, and kings. 

53 Michael Kulikowski, "Nation versus Army: A Necessary Contrast?" in On Barbarian Identity:  
Critical Approaches to Ethnicity in the Early Middle Ages, Studies in the Early Middle Ages, vol. 4, 
ed. Andrew Gillet, Brepols Publishers n.v., Turnhout Belgium, (2002), p. 83.
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The method I devised in order to better understand and translate the Getica is 

as follows. I have culled all the occurrences of the chosen words from the text in 

order to analyze them both in and out of context. From this analysis I have sought to 

know what each word meant to Jordanes, based on the way he used them. Next, I 

compared Charles Mierow's 1915 translation to the Latin text, in order to determine 

where there were problems of interpretation. Finally, I decided upon a single 

translation for each word that works in most cases, and captures Jordanes' intended 

meaning with a minimum of extraneous connotation. This also allows the reader of 

the English version closer to reading the Latin.  

The three types of words I chose for this analysis represent key concepts in the 

narrative and in the study of late antique history. The specific words chosen occur 

frequently within the text and have many possible meanings. Several of them 

underwent a major shift in meaning during the period between the classical and 

medieval ages, and/or they are often mistranslated in the only published English 

version of the text. 

The first section of this chapter is devoted to a study of words for land. The 

words chosen are sedes, patria, regio, and locus. Ultimately, I decided to translate 

them as "settlements," "land," "region," and "place," respectively, in order to capture 

their meaning in the context of the Getica. From my analysis of these words I also 

concluded that Jordanes does not have a political or ideological connection between 

lands and the people living on them in mind when he uses these words. He never 

attributes an Urheimat, the German term describing the original homeland of a nation 

or ethnic group, to any tribe he discusses. 

In the next section of the chapter, words for people are analyzed. I pay specific 
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attention to gens, natio, populus, and exercitus, which I translate as "tribe," "nation," 

"people," and "army," respectively. I conclude that Jordanes does not intend anything 

like a "nation-state" to be understood from the use of these words. Again, the 

concepts of lands and peoples are separate for Jordanes in a way that they are not for 

peoples and governments of later centuries.

The third chapter deals with words for rulership. The words I have chosen to 

analyze are titles for both Romans and barbarians, namely, imperator, princeps, rex, 

and regulus. I determined that these words ought to be translated, "emperor," 

"prince," "ruler," and "minor ruler," in the Getica, in order to convey Jordanes' 

intended meaning. I concluded that Jordanes' application of some terms is very 

precise, but of others is largely unconnected to merit, or method of rule.  

My translations are meant to provide a starting point for further scholarship on 

the Getica specifically, and late antique barbarians more generally. Ethnographic 

debate concerning the Goths and other barbarian tribes must first shed the trappings 

of modern political thought by laying assumptions aside. I hope that my translations 

and interpretations of Jordanes' word choice leave open the possibility that his 

customary way of thinking was radically different from our own. 

Lands in the   Getica  :   sedes, patria, regio, locus  

Jordanes had a number of Latin words to chose from to describe the lands held 

by various peoples. Just as in English, when a writer can chose between "country," 

"nation," "land," "region," or "homeland," as well as many others, in Latin a writer 

can chose between sedes, patria, regio, and locus. Each word has its specific 

connotations. It would be impossible to say on the basis of words used in the Getica 

what the Goths or Huns thought of the relationship between their peoples and lands, 
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but it seems certain that Jordanes did not conceive of the tribes of barbarians as 

leading nations or ruling lands divided into political divisions. At most he attributes to 

them sedes, best translated as "settlements" or "homes," even when the topic under 

discussion is political in nature. He does not mean to lend the word the weight of the 

classical patria, and thus some of Mierow's translations are misleading. However, the 

changing political and economic situation of the period in which he lived and of that 

which he wrote about, demand a loose interpretation of his text. His words must adapt 

to fit new situations and thus, so must our interpretations. 

sedes 23
patria 14
regio 5
locus 50
fig. 1: Jordanes' words for land

homes abode land countr
y

dwelli
ng

place territor
y

region misc

sedes 6 7 -- 3 2 1 2 -- 2
patria -- -- 7 5 -- -- -- -- --
regio -- -- 1 2 -- -- -- 2 --
locus -- -- 4 4 -- 24 1 2 15
fig. 2: Mierow's translations for words for land

Thus for Jordanes, the word sedes does not imply, on its own, the sense of 

native right or patriotism that a word like "homeland" does in English. There are 

twenty-three uses of the word sedes in the Getica in various cases. Of these, thirteen 

are modified by adjectives which clarify the meaning. The most common of these 

adjectives is proprias, meaning "their own," "individual," "particular," or 

"characteristic." The use of proprias is revealing, because it eliminates a connotation 

from the word sedes. Jordanes does not as a rule allow the reader to infer a 
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possessive, but instead inserts them even where they are unnecessary. In section 227, 

for example, if the word proprias were removed from ab spe removit victoriae 

fugatumque a partibus suis sine triumpho remittens in sedes proprias fugire compulit, 

the phrase would mean "he removed him from hope of victory and sending him back 

fleeing without triumph from his positions he compelled him to flee back into the 

settlements," rather than "he compelled him to flee back to his own settlements." 

Sedes also must not imply anything about the age of the settlement under 

discussion, since Jordanes uses the adjective antiquus, at times to clarify it. At line 

246, Jordanes says: necesse nobis est iterum ad antiquas eorum Scythicas sedes 

redire et Ostrogotharum genealogia actusque pari tenore exponere. "It is necessary 

for us to return again to their ancient home of Scythica and to explain the genealogy 

and deeds of the Ostrogoths by an equal course." The use of the adjective antiquus 

here and at 264 indicates that the word sedes by itself does not imply any sense of age 

or ancestry. Thus, antiquus is used to distinguish between settlements established 

recently and those which a people or tribe have occupied since ancient times, or 

possibly between simple settlements and settlements to which a people may have 

some sort of ancestral right. 

The word sedes does not occur in the context of geographical description, 

which suggests that for Jordanes' sixth-century Constantinopolitan mind the word 

implies a human element and thus cannot be used in the formal description of 

topography. However, Jordanes does use it once he has transitioned from geography 

to the people living on that geography. 

37 Vltra quos distendunt supra mare Ponticum Bulgarum sedes, 
quos notissimos peccatorum nostrorum mala fecerunt. Hinc iam Hunni 
quasi fortissimorum gentium fecundissimus cespes bifariam populorum 
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rabiem pullularunt. Nam alii Altziagiri, alii Saviri nuncupantur, qui 
tamen sedes habent divisas: iuxta Chersonam Altziagiri, quo Asiae bona 
avidus mercator importat, qui aestate campos pervagant effusas sedes, 
prout armentorum invitaverint pabula, hieme supra mare Ponticum se 
referentes. 

37 Beyond whom, the settlements of the Bulgars stretch above 
the Pontic sea, which they made most famous by the punishment of our 
sins. Here now the Huns, as if a most fertile meadow of the strongest 
tribes, sprout forth the twofold madness of the people. For some are 
called the Altziagirs, others, the Savirs, by name, who nevertheless have 
separate settlements: the Altziagirs next to Chersona, to which the 
greedy merchant imports the goods of Asia, who wander the fields, their 
vast settlements, in summer, as they search for fodder of cattle, returning 
themselves in the winter above the Pontic sea. 

In switching here from geography to what might be called ethnography, 

Jordanes transitions from using topographical terms to a term that connects the 

geography directly to its human inhabitants; it is a word that emphasizes the human 

aspects of a place. 

Sedes also does not tell contain the meaning of an inherent right to a place, 

because it can be given from one party to another. In section 115, Jordanes calls land 

given to the Vandals by the emperor sedes: infortunata patria relinquentes  

Pannoniam sibi a Constantino principe petierunt ibique per lx annos plus minus 

sedibus locatis imperatorum decretis ut incolae famularunt. "Leaving the unfortunate 

land, they begged for Pannonia for themselves from the prince Constantine, and there, 

through about sixty years, after the settlements were arranged by decree of the 

emperor, they served as inhabitants." Here the meaning of the word could be 

compared to the current conception of "allodial" land in medieval French feudalism.54 

The land or territory is given by a higher authority to a lesser authority in exchange 

for services. Then the land becomes something inheritable although the higher 
54 Susan Reynolds, Fiefs and Vassals: The Medieval Evidence Reinterpreted, New York, Oxford 

University Press, (1994) 
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authority still retains the right to take it back. This is an imperfect analogy, because 

there is a big difference between a "lord" giving land to a single "vassal" and a 

Roman emperor granting territory to an entire tribe for settlement. Certainly, this 

interpretation cannot be universally applied to all instances of the sedes in Jordanes 

text, but it does perhaps shed light on the political relationship between Roman 

authority, barbarian tribes, and the lands they were living on. The giving of sedes to 

different tribes indicates once again that the word itself cannot denote territories to 

which peoples might have an ancestral right. 

In classical Latin sedes is a neutral word. Deriving from the verb sedere 

meaning "to sit" in its simplest use, sedes could be translated as "seat" to "home" or 

"settlement." Charles Mierow often uses the translation "home" or "abode" for sedes, 

especially when he is talking about ethnography, until section 216, where political 

issues have taken the foreground, and he shifts to the more politically oriented 

translations of "dominion," "country," and "territory," as though its meaning is 

somewhere closer to the classical patria. This is thematically appropriate, but 

somewhat misleading, since the reader who does not have the Latin at hand cannot 

see that Jordanes is still using the same word that he has been using at 26. At 216, 

Thorismud does not return "to his own dominions to take up the rule which his father 

had left," as Mierow says, but to "his (or perhaps their) own settlements to take up the 

rule which his father had left." Attila also does not so much return "to his own 

country"55 (a translation which might lead the unwary reader to assume that the 

original word was patria) but "to his own settlements," or, to use Mierow's word from 

section 179, "to his own abode.'' 

55 Mierow's translation of Getica 225, 114.
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When Jordanes begins talking about ethnography again Mierow switches back 

to his old standbys. In section 264 Mierow uses the word "territory" for two 

occurrences of sedes and then "abodes" for the third occurrence. After that he sticks to 

the more neutral translations which he uses at the beginning. Sections 264-266 deal 

with the allotment of lands or regions to different tribes by Roman authorities. It is an 

open question whether this topic is political or ethnographic, and thus Mierow's 

indecision about how to translate the word is understandable, especially when the 

issue does deal with actual lands as well as "settlements." 

Mierow never directly translates the word sedes as land, but several of his 

translations ("country" and "territory" specifically) suggest that the word has a 

connection to geographical land. My more neutral translation, "settlements," leaves 

room for the possibility that Jordanes intended a connection between rule and peoples 

to be understood here rather than a connection between rule and lands. I have chosen 

to translate sedes into "settlements" in most cases for this reason. 

Jordanes uses patria  in a neutral fashion. It is used only fourteen times as a 

noun, although it does show up twice as a adjective, apparently meaning "native" 

("native gods," 65, "native tongue," 83.). Unlike sedes, it is used seven times in 

geographical sections. It is also used five times in political sections. When it is used 

of Egypt in section 47,  it is actually referring to the land of a specific person, 

Vesosus, king of the Egyptians, and it is used in conjunction with a possessive. Then 

it is used as the destinations of both the Gepids and the Goths in section 100, once 

with a possessive and once without. For the Vandals it is a place to leave, infortunata 

patria, translated above as "the unfortunate lands," in favor of new settlements given 

to them by the Roman emperor (115). Similarly, in section 153 the Roman emperor 
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grants Gaul and Spain to the Goths; the word used is patria rather than the by now 

expected sedes. 

Section 240 contains a very confusing use of the word. Ecdicius, diu certans 

cum Vesegothis nec valens antestare, relicta patria maximeque urbem Arevernate 

hosti, ad tutiora se loca collegit. "Ecdicius, the son of this man, while struggling with 

the Visigoths, not remaining strong enough to overcome them, removed himself to 

safe locations, leaving the land (patria) and greatest Areverna the city to the enemy." 

Here, the size of the region under discussion is unclear, since the objective of the 

invaders is the city. It could be the entire province which contains Areverna, or it 

could be just the land immediately around the city. In the latter case, the meaning is 

similar to that of rus and the word is being used to contrast urbs. I consider this a 

geographic use of the word, although there are much clearer uses of it in this way, 

such as at 74, Quae patria in conspectu Moesiae sita trans Danubium corona 

montium cingitur, duos tantum habens accessus, unum per Boutas, alterum per 

Tapas. "Which land is belted by a crown of mountains, being situated in sight of 

Moesia across the Danube, having only two entrances, one through Boulte, the other 

through Tape." The use at 115 is especially striking, because a "fatherland" can hardly 

be handed over by decree. The peoples and regions connected to these latter uses are 

interesting for their variety. The Egyptians, the Gepids, the Goths, and the Vandals all 

have some connection to a patria. Despite the very limited pool of examples, it can be 

safely said that Jordanes does not discriminate between recognized political units like 

the Empire and tribal groups like the Goths or Gepids. However, none of these uses 

are in the standard genitive phrase (patria Gothorum) that would indicate an 

ideological connection between the people and the land. Because of its use in 
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geographic sections the meaning of patria appears to be neutral, undermining the idea 

that it can mean something closer to fatherland or ancestral homeland. 

In classical Latin, patria is usually an ideologically charged word, often 

translated "fatherland." In the works of Gregory of Tours, however, the word has 

definitely shifted away from its original patriotic meaning, and Niermeyer, the well 

respected dictionary of medieval Latin, lists its definition as simply "land" in the 

vaguest sense or, secondarily, a distinct political unit such as a province or territory. 

In the earlier sections of the Getica, Charles Mierow consistently uses either "land" or 

the slightly more political sounding "country" as his translation, except in a few 

places where the meaning could be more politically charged (47 and both times at 

100), showing a recognition of the word's neutrality in the context of the Getica. 

While I believe that Mierow sometimes translates sedes misleadingly, his translation 

of patria is in line with my analysis.  

It seems that patria, while perhaps having a broader definition than sedes, has 

a narrower application for Jordanes. He uses it only a handful of times, and then 

usually in a geographic context. A shift toward a "medieval" meaning has already 

happened for him, taking the word out of play when it comes to ideological 

specificity. It no longer means "fatherland," but simply "land" in a general, though 

perhaps geographic, sense. 

Regio, which is used just five times, has two uses in the Getica; the first is 

geopolitical, and the other is neutral. When it is used in the geopolitical sense, it 

denotes a distinct region or province, as in section 267. 

267 Hodieque sunt in Moesia regionem incolentes 
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Nicopolitanam ad pedes Emimonti gens multa, sed paupera et inbellis 
nihilque habundans nisi armenta diversi generis pecorum et pascua 
silvaque lignarum.

267 And today there is a great tribe in the Nicopolitan region of 
Moesia residing at the feet of Mt. Emi, but they are poor and unwarlike 
and abounding in nothing except droves of diverse kinds of herd 
animals and pasture and forests of wood.

 In section 27 regio is used in a very vague sense, more like patria or locus in feel: 

ubi delectatus magna ubertate regionum, "where, delighted by the great fruitfulness 

of the regions . . ." This is a geographic use in the sense that it talks about actual land. 

In section 280 regio is used in a peculiar way: Nam regio illa Suavorum ab oriente 

Baibaros habet, ab occidente Francos, a meridie Burgundzones, a septentrione 

Thuringos. "For that region of the Sueves has on the east the Baibars, on the west the 

Franks, on the south Burgundians, and on the north the Thuringians." Here Jordanes 

could be seen as connecting the land and the people in a geopolitical way, but what is 

emphasized in this sentence is not the region itself but the people on and around it. In 

addition, he is not talking about a distinct province such as Moesia or Dalmatia, but 

simply about the general area around the Danube river.  In classical Latin, regio is 

neutral, referring simply to a place or more specifically to a political division. Mierow 

translates this word twice as "country" (27, 280), twice as "region" (53, 267), and 

once as "land" (156). Both the usage at 27, as well as that at 280, are geographic in 

character, and the translation "country" is more politically charged than the original 

Latin. I favor consistently translating regio into "region" in order to preserve the 

neutrality of the original sense, and to clarify which word Jordanes used in the 

original.

The word locus (sometimes as the neuter locum) occurs in diverse contexts 
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and therefore has a very broad meaning. It is used when describing geography, when 

talking about provinces, or other political units, during battles to describe both the 

positions of troops (as at 197) and the location of camps. It occurs one time paired 

with the adjective propria (at 115) in the fashion of sedes. Unsurprisingly, its meaning 

is very broad and it lacks strong connotations, retaining its traditional broad 

application in classical Latin, where is usually translated simply, "place." This 

translation is generally serviceable. Given the great diversity of use compared to 

patria, it is safe to say that locus also has a greater diversity of meanings than patria, 

and a greater diversity than sedes. 

Certainly, the definitions I have suggested here are too narrow and rigid to 

create a smooth English translation for an audience looking for a literary 

interpretation. However, using these definitions (settlements for sedes, land for 

patria, region for regio, and place for locus), returns the starting point to a less 

nationalistic position. From here it is possible to cautiously select synonyms in order 

to convey subtle connotations of each word in context, while hopefully eliminating as 

many preconceived notions about the connections between lands and peoples as 

possible.

Jordanes uses none of the words analyzed above to create a sense of a deep 

inherent connection between a particular group and a land. In fact, the way these 

words are used, there is very little connection between peoples and lands at all. Sedes 

is best translated "settlements," because it describes the living places of peoples rather 

than the lands that they own. Patria is used in a neutral way to describe lands in 

general, while regio is used both neutrally and of distinct political regions. Locus is 
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always a neutral word, with many applications. Jordanes does not apply the idea of a 

nation-state or country to the lands he discusses. He may even lack the idea entirely. 

None of these words suggest any notion of an ancestral homeland. If the concept of 

an Urheimat, is to be found, it is not in the Getica.

Peoples in the   Getica  :   gens, natio, populus, exercitus  

Jordanes did not conceive of "ethnic groups" as having strong ties to specific 

lands. Altering the translation of words for land helps to clarify this for the English 

reader, but words for people must be translated carefully as well. Jordanes' use of 

words for people is confusing, perhaps deliberately so. Jordanes has several words 

available to designate groups of people. The four he uses most frequently are gens, 

natio, populus, and exercitus. He collapses the meanings of several terms, most 

notably gens, natio, populus, and exercitus, through variation and juxtaposition. As a 

result, the size and nature of the groups he refers to cannot be ascertained by a study 

of the text. Instead, a sense of the chaos of foreign lands crowded with "diverse" and 

"innumerable" peoples is created for the reader, at once revealing Jordanes' concept of 

the areas outside the main territory of the Eastern Roman Empire and mystifying 

those areas. This confusion of terms renders these words difficult to translate, and 

Mierow's translation has compounded the problems of interpretation for English 

readers, through inconsistency, obfuscation, and the taint of nationalism. These 

problems can be alleviated through a greater commitment to consistency, and greater 

care about the meaning of the terms for the modern reader. 

Jordanes' use of the word gens suggests that it could have a very broad 

meaning, referring to groups of different sizes, and applying to many situations. The 
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uses of gens can be classified into four broad categories. First, it is used to designate a 

specific group of people, such as in the format gens Gothorum. This category also 

includes instances where the word clearly refers back to a specific group named 

elsewhere in the section or otherwise understood from context.56  Second, the word is 

used to designate some number of unnamed tribes, as in the form victor gentium 

diversum Justinianus imperator, "Emperor Justinian, victor over diverse tribes." The 

third use associates a tribe with a specific behavior or trait, usually in the form "as is 

the custom of the tribe."57 Fourth, as discussed above, the word is used with various 

adjectives in order to characterize a tribe a certain way, such as nisi ipsi mutuis se 

vulneribus sauciantes se ipsos discerperent fortissimae nationes, "except that those 

strongest nations wounding themselves with mutual wounds tear themselves to 

pieces."58  

specific tribe 37
some number of tribes 32
custom of a tribe 19
with an adjective 27
fig. 3: Uses of the word gens in the Getica

The most common, and also the simplest, use of gens clarifies which gens is 

under discussion, whether it is the gens Suavorum, the gens Alanorum, or the gens 

Gothorum. Gens is often found in this sort of supporting role. Jordanes uses the word 

gens primarily to describe barbarian groups, although he does use it three times in 

56 For example, in section 3, "if there is anything that you, as a neighbor of the tribe, remember, add 
it," where the "tribe" clearly refers to the Goths.

57 For example, Getica 254: exitus sui tempore puellam Ildico nomine decoram valde sibi in  
matrimonio post innumerabiles uxores, ut mos erat gentis illius, "after innumerable wives he 
vigorously led a beautiful girl named Ildico into matrimony with himself, just as was the custom of 
that tribe."

58 Getica 261.
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reference to the Romans.59  

 243 Sic quoque Hesperium Romanae gentis imperium, quod 
septingentesimo nono urbis conditae anno primus Augustorum 
Octavianus Augustus tenere coepit, cum hoc Augustulo periit anno 
decessorum prodecessorumve regni quingentesimo vicesimo secundo, 
Gothorum dehinc regibus Romam Italiamque tenentibus.

243 Thus indeed the western rule of the Roman tribe, which 
Octavian Augustus, first of the Augustuses, began to hold in the 709th 
year of the founding of the city, perished with this Augustulus in the 
522nd year of the reign of his predecessors or magistrates, henceforth 
with the rule of Rome and Italy being held of the Goths.

In all three cases like this one60 the word use unites Romans with Goths 

conceptually. By obscuring this use of the word gens, Mierow deprives his English 

readers of the opportunity to interpret for themselves why Jordanes would associate 

this word, so commonly used of barbarians and foreigners, with the Romans.

Jordanes' use of number words represents a special adjectival association, 

because their role is different from that of other adjectives. There are many tribes 

named in the Getica, but there are also many (29) cases of unnamed "diverse," or 

"innumerable," or merely "many" or "all," tribes, which serve as extras on the movie 

set of the story. These clumps of unnamed, uncountable hordes appear throughout, but 

most noticeably in the opening sections about Scandza, "the workshop of races, or 

womb of nations,"61 and in sections about Attila and his rule over "diverse nations."62 

59 Getica 152, 181, 243.
60 The other two are in Getica 152 and 181. 152: legationem misisset, quatenus si permitteret, ut  

Gothi pacati in Italia residerent, sic eos cum Romanorum populo vivere, ut una gens utraque 
credere possit: sin autem aliter, "he had sent an embassy, to say that in so far as it were permitted, 
the Goths would live peacefully in Italy, thus they would live with the people of the Romans, with 
the result that he was able to believe them both one tribe:" 181 Bleda enim fratre fraudibus 
interempto, qui magnae parti regnabat Hunnorum, universum sibi populum adunavit, aliarumque 
gentium, quas tunc in dicione tenebat, numerositate collecta, primas mundi gentes Romanos 
Vesegothasque subdere praeoptabat. "For, having done away with his brother Bleda, who ruled the 
greater part of the Huns, through trickery, he united for himself the whole people and other tribes, 
which he then held under his sway. Once a great multitude had been collected, he wanted to subdue 
the first tribes of the world--the Romans and the Visigoths."

61 Getica 25.
62 Getica 199.
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In both cases, Jordanes emphasizes the vast, unknown nature of distant lands. Both 

the north, in discussions of Scandza, and the East, in discussions of the Asia and 

Scythia of Attila, become mysterious wastes, teeming with more tribes poised to 

attack the Empire than any reasonable historian could possibly bother to name.   

In the third use, gens is used to associate a behavior or trait with a specific 

tribe, usually in the form "as is the custom of the tribe." This use is also essentially 

descriptive, because it is used to characterize a group or groups, as in section 123.

123 Huius ergo gentis, ut adsolet, venatores, dum in interioris 
Meotidae ripam venationes inquirent, animadvertunt, quomodo ex 
inproviso cerva se illis optulit ingressaque paludem nunc progrediens 
nunc subsistens index viae se tribuit.

123 Therefore hunters of this tribe, while they will search for 
hunts as is customary on the shore of interior of the Meotidan swamp, 
they notice, in what way an unforeseen doe offered himself to them and 
coming forth, now advancing into the swamp and now halting, he 
presented a sign of the way.

The Huns are not the only ones who hunt, but Jordanes' makes them the tribe 

for whom hunting in a particular place is characteristic, and the vehicle of this 

association is gens rather than natio, populus, or exercitus.

Gens appears only very rarely by itself,63 more usually being accompanied by 

a tribal name or an adjective. Common examples of such adjectives include words 

like fortissima, "strongest"64 and words of number, such as diverse, various, and 

many, although there are also a few possessives. In this way, the word is used to 

characterize, because its attached adjective or genitive phrase make it the vehicle of a 

secondary association as in phrases such as the one in section 257, cited above, 

"Attila . . . descended from . . . a lineage of the strongest of tribes." By contrast, 

63 10 out of 118 times.
64 For example, Getica 257: Praecipuus Hunnorum rex Attila, patre genitus Mundzuco, fortissimarum 

gentium dominus, "The extraordinary Attila, ruler of the Huns, descended from the father 
Mundzuco, a lineage of the strongest tribes."
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populus and exercitus are not as often accompanied by adjectives, instead standing 

alone as subjects or objects of verbs and prepositions.  

A classical Latin dictionary usually gives as an early definition for gens, "race, 

clan, or house," which then shifts to "tribe, race, species, or people," for writers such 

as Virgil, Ovid, and Tacitus. However, from this broad definition in the first century, 

the meaning narrowed again in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, to mean "relatives, 

clan, retainers, retinue, or band of followers."65 This latter meaning makes the word 

very similar to the classical familia, which might include, in addition to immediate 

and extended family members, all the slaves, servants, and close friends, of a 

household. Because the close friends of a twelfth-century upper class household were 

often armed, the word then comes to mean "army" or even "hired soldiers."66 Such 

definitions perhaps give some insight into the way that eleventh and twelfth century 

readers may have interpreted the Getica, but it does not make Jordanes' usage much 

clearer, because writing as he was in the sixth century, his definition of gens belongs 

somewhere along the course of the word's evolution.

The translation by Charles Mierow compounds the problem, by translating 

these words inconsistently, as shown on the chart below. Mierow's translation from 

section 181-2 serves as an example of the effect of this kind of translation. "Gathering 

also a host of the tribes which he [Attila] then held under his sway, he sought to 

subdue the foremost nations of the world--the Romans and the Visigoths." Both of the 

italicized words are gens in the original. There are two problems with this translation. 

First, it creates a nationalistic air where none exists. Attila is a conquerer of tribes, 

who wishes to conquer more tribes, not a modern nationalist leader concerned with 
65 Niermeyer, 1.610.
66 Niermeyer, 1.610.
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territory. Second, by translating gens as "nation" here, Mierow obscures Jordanes' 

interesting application of the word to the Romans. 

tribe race people nation men barbaria
ns67

army host force

gens 
(119)

34 47 13 22 1 2 -- -- --

populu
s (31)

1 2 24 4 -- -- -- -- --

natio 
(24)

5 6 2 11 -- -- -- -- --

exercit
us (58)

-- -- -- -- -- -- 55 1 2

fig. 4: Mierow's translations of Jordanes' words of people.

When I made an effort to pick the best translation in each instance, I found 

that "tribe" worked in the majority of cases. Although I think the word gens could 

refer to a group of the same sort as the modern English "race," in the vast majority of 

cases in the Getica, I do not think this is the meaning implied, and therefore chose 

not to use it. In current usage, the word "race" would be misleading as a translation 

for gens. Most people understand "race" to mean a broad group designation 

indicating phenotypical similarities. Jordanes appears to mean something closer to 

"ethnic group": a group of people related by language and culture, and possibly also 

by blood. However, this term is unwieldy and too technical for a lay translation. 

To the modern ear, a "race" sounds like a very large group of people. It is 

unclear how large a group of people the Goths were, but it is certain that they did not 

constitute a phenotypically united people spread out on a world wide scale. "Clan," a 

67 The word implied here, barbarus, has only very limited usage in the Getica, appearing as a noun 
only once (section 40). Neither of these translation represent the word barbarus in the original.
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common meaning of gens in earlier, as well as later, texts, indicates a group smaller 

than Jordanes must mean when, for example, he speaks of the Roman and Gothic 

"tribes" united. Certainly, the Romans constituted more than a "clan." The word used 

to translate the uses of gens should therefore indicate a group of people smaller than a 

"race," but of an ambiguous enough size to allow for the vagueness of the original 

term. "Tribe" is therefore my favored translation. Although it implies to the modern 

reader a primitiveness of social structure that may or may not have been present, it 

does indicate a group of people of the correct size. 

In the Getica, natio always designates a group of people, rather than a 

territorial polity. Like gens it is often associated with a genitive phrase or with an 

adjective. The most common use of this type involves words of number, especially 

the adjective, diversus, as in section 198: Cornua vero eius multiplices populi et  

diversae nationes, quos dicioni suae subdiderat, ambiebant, "But the many peoples of 

his military formation and diverse nations, which he subdued under his order, 

encircled [Attila]." The people surrounding the Hunnic ruler are not people of a 

nation, but the nations themselves, indicating that what is meant here is not the polity, 

but the people.  

In classical Latin natio means, first of all, "a birth, origin," from the verb 

nasci, "to be born, begin life," and, secondarily, a "people" or "nation." Medieval 

meanings include "generation, age," "offspring," and "birth, standing determined by 

birth." These meanings are dated to the eighth and ninth centuries. A shade of our 

modern meaning of "nation" is present in the context of the medieval university 

system of the thirteenth century, where students were divided into nationes (colleges) 
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based on their language and country of origin. The majority of these meanings derive 

from the first classical definition. Only the last alludes to the secondary classical 

meaning.  

In the case of gens, consistently translating the word in the same way is 

preferable because it has the advantage of indicating to the reader that Jordanes' 

language is the same in each instance. However, Latin words are more flexible in 

meaning than English words, and using a single definition is, as indicated in the 

previous section concerning lands, far too strict. Although, in the example of gens, 

the text can be forced to accept a single translation for all 119 uses of this word, it is 

more important to decide what words should not be used. This is even more 

important in the case of natio where one English meaning is applicable to the text and 

the other is not.

A few examples of Mierow's use of "nation" will demonstrate where this term 

should be avoided in translating natio. In section 96, Jordanes explains that King 

Fastida of the Gepids invaded the neighboring Goths because he desired more land 

for his growing people. The word Jordanes uses here is populus, but Mierow 

translates the line thusly, "in seeking to acquire new lands for his growing nation 

[. . .]" Section 111 again deals with issues, of conquest and so "nation" is a risky word 

here. This time it is the Roman army which seeks to conquer tribes, gentes  in the 

original Latin. Mierow translates, "Now it had long been a hard matter for the Roman 

army to fight against any nations whatsoever without them [the Goths]."

In this line, it is easy for a reader of Mierow's translation to mistakenly read 

"nation-state" where "nation" is really intended. The air of expansionism creates a 
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risk of misinterpretation, and so the translation "nation" should be avoided, especially 

because it does not line up with Jordanes' word choice. Because the Roman army 

does represent an organized territorially-based government, and this passage deals 

with expansionism, the translation "nation" is problematic. The Romans are not 

fighting "nations" in the sense of territorially-based political units but rather "tribes" 

which may even have lacked permanent settlements. 

The translation "nation," however, though problematic, should not be 

dismissed, because its primary definition has two parts, one which does work for our 

purposes and one which does not. The Oxford English Dictionary lists as definition 

1.a. of nation the noun, "A large aggregate of communities and individuals united by 

factors such as common descent, language, culture, history, or occupation of the same 

territory, so as to form a distinct people. Now also: such a people forming a political 

state; a political state. (In early use also in pl.: a country.)" The key point I wish to 

stress is the "occupation of the same territory." The word natio as it is used in the 

Getica does not imply a connection between a people and a land, as outlined in the 

previous section, but the English word "nation" can imply such a connection. The 

critical word here is "can," or  in keeping with the OED definition, "or." The 

association with territory is optional, and as long as the word is used in such a way 

that an association with land inappropriate to Jordanes' use of natio is not implied, the 

translation "nation" can be used.

In the Getica, populus means "people" or "nation" or "the citizens," as in the 

phrase senatus populusque Romanorum.68 Although it is certainly associated with 

barbarian tribes, it appears less often directly followed by a genitive phrase than gens 
68 This phrase occurs twice in the Getica (292 and 304), both times with regard to the relationship 

between Theodoric and the Romans he and his successor ruled. 
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does. It is instead understood to refer to a specific tribe, because of its context.

73 Hic etenim et rex illis et pontifex ob suam peritiam habebatur 
et in summa iustitia populos iudicabat. Et hoc rebus excedente humanis 
Coryllus rex Gothorum in regno conscendit et per quadraginta annos in 
Dacia suis gentibus imperit. Daciam dico  antiquam, quam nunc 
Gepidarum populi possidere noscuntur.

73 Here indeed he was considered both their king and the high 
priest on behalf of his expertise and he ruled the peoples in highest 
justice. And Coryllus, ruler of the Goths, rose to reign by excelling in 
these humane affairs and through forty years in Dacia he commanded 
his tribes. I mean ancient Dacia, which now the peoples of the Gepids 
are known to occupy.

This section demonstrates one use where populus is associated with a genitive 

phrase and one where it is not. It is also less frequently associated with adjectives, 

appearing instead on it own. Its meaning in many situations appears to be more 

general than gens, as in section 14: Inculti aeque omnes populi regesque populorum. 

"The people and their rulers are all equally uncultivated." Here it does not refer to any 

specific tribe, but to all the tribes of Scythia. This is characteristic of it use of the term 

in the Getica.

The primary classical meanings of populus are "people" or "nation," but it can 

also mean "the citizens," as in the phrase senatus populusque Romanorum, usually 

abbreviated in the middle ages as SPQR. It can also mean the "crowd," as in a forum 

or amphitheater. In medieval usage the word could mean a "people" or a "nation," but 

it could also mean "the whole body of warriors," in Gregory of Tours' Historia 

Francorum. 

Mierow also translates populus inconsistently, as the chart above shows. He 

varies the translation in much the same way that he does for all of Jordanes' words for 

people. As usual, the original meaning is obscured and whatever clarity may have 
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existed in the text is irretrievable. Populus can mean "nation" or "tribe" as much as it 

can mean "people," but a consistent translation that indicates Jordanes' use of this 

specific terms is preferable for ease of interpretation. 

In the Getica, the word exercitus always means "army" in that a group of 

armed men is implied. For exercitus, the primary meaning remains "army" from the 

classical all the way into the medieval period. However, Gregory of Tours uses the 

word more broadly, and the Niermeyer defines the word as "the body of freemen, the 

nation when rallied even for peaceful purposes."69 Charles Mierow prefers the 

translation "army" and uses for exercitus throughout his translation, as do I. However, 

the medieval meaning used in Gregory of Tours hints at the complications created by 

Jordanes' terminology. He mixes the word exercitus with his other words for people, 

encouraging the reader to relate the two, without explaining what the size and 

composition of these "armies" might be.

Although exercitus  is used very consistently in the Getica, its meaning 

becomes difficult to separate from that of gens, because Jordanes tends to mix terms 

and concepts together through juxtaposition and variatio, the rhetorical practice of 

variation. This word always means "army," but what an army is composed of is 

unclear. Michael Kulikowski put it very well when he said, "Armed they were, but 

that does not make them a mobile army, any more than the promise of stockpiled 

grain makes them soldiers in receipt of the annona, or the promise of land makes 

them migratory farmers and their families."70

By using the four terms under discussion interchangeably, Jordanes creates a 

confusion of number and of peoples. But what reason would Jordanes have for being 
69 Niermeyer, 1.516.
70 Kulikowski, 76.
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unclear? One answer is rhetorical. Jordanes' Latin is very confusing and he uses 

variatio, the artistic practice of saying things in different ways solely for the sake of 

variety, on a regular basis. The blurring of terms demonstrated here with words of 

people could be merely an example of this rhetorical technique, but really variatio 

answers the how, rather than the why. Variatio creates this sense of confusion, but 

why apply the technique in the first place? I would argue that the answer lies in the 

subject matter, rather than the rhetoric of the work. Jordanes could have chosen to be 

more clear in his terms, but his goal was not to carefully demarcate the differences 

between tribes and nations. The Getica was never intended to be a guide to the 

Germanic tribes of late antiquity written in a clear anthropological and sociological 

fashion. The scholar who searches for this type of information in the Getica is 

assigning him/herself a task that is at best difficult and at worst impossible.

There are numerous examples of this confusion of terms throughout the text, 

but the most illustrative ones are provided here. At 121, three of the terms are 

together in the same sentence, referring to the same group.

121 Filimer rex Gothorum et Gadarici magni filius qui post 
egressu Scandzae insulae iam quinto loco tenens principatum Getarum, 
qui et terras Scythicas cum sua gente introisse superius a nobis dictum 
est, repperit in populo suo quasdam magas mulieres, quas patrio 
sermone Haliurunnas is ipse cognominat, easque habens suspectas de 
medio sui proturbat longeque ab exercitu suo fugatas in solitudinem 
coegit errare.

121 Filimer ruler of the Goths and son of the great Gadaricus, 
who, then holding the principality of the Getae in the fifth place after 
leaving Scandza, who also was said to have invaded the lands of 
Scythia, above us, with his tribe, discovered certain magical women in 
his people, who in his native speech, he himself named Haliurunnas, 
and having these suspicious ones he pushed them from his midst and he 
forced them as fugitives to wander in the wastelands away from his 
army.  

The idea that all three terms refer to the same group of people is reinforced by 
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their proximity in the sentence, and by the presence of the possessive suus with each 

one. This same entity is the tribe/people/army of King Filimer. Is the group 

designated by these terms a large population, a small tribe, or a roving army? Who is 

included in the group? The discussion concerns magae mulieres, so women would 

seem to be included, and also soldiers because of the presence of exercitus. But are 

children also involved? The king seems to be dealing with a social problem here, but 

the use of the word exercitus makes this unclear. Is it a social problem within a tribe? 

Or within an army? Or is it a military problem? 

Getica 198 and 261 provide another example of the juxtaposition of terms that 

makes the meaning of Jordanes' word use difficult to untangle.

198 E diverso vero fuit Hunnorum acies ordinata, ut in medio 
Attila cum suis fortissimis locaretur, sibi potius rex hac ordinatione 
prospiciens, quatenus inter gentis suae rubor positus ab imminenti 
periculo redderetur exceptus. Cornua vero eius multiplices populi et 
diversae nationes, quos dicioni suae subdiderat, ambiebant. 

198 But the battle line of the Huns was arranged in a different 
way, so that Attila was stationed in the middle with his strongest men, 
the strong ruler looking out for himself by means of this arrangement, 
since this shameful position among his own tribe would deliver him 
from imminent danger. But the many peoples of his military formation 
and diverse nations, which he subdued under his order, encircled (him).

This use of all three terms is particularly telling in conjunction with Getica 181, 

where the groups ruled by Attila are referred to using the word gens, rather than natio 

and populus as above.  

261 Illic concursus factus est gentium variarum, quas Attila in 
sua tenuerat dicione. Dividuntur regna cum populis, fiuntque ex uno 
corpore membra diversa, nec quae unius passioni conpaterentur, sed 
quae exciso capite in invicem insanirent; quae numquam contra se 
pares invenerant, nisi ipsi mutuis se vulneribus sauciantes se ipsos 
discerperent fortissimae nationes.

261 There a confusion of various tribes was made, tribes which 
Attila had held in his own authority. Kingdoms are divided with [their] 
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peoples, and they become the diverse limbs of a single body, not as 
those who suffer out of a single suffering, but those who are equally 
crazy once the head has been cut off; those who never discovered 
equals against themselves, except that those strongest nations wounding 
themselves with mutual wounds tear themselves to pieces. 

Here again, the groups ruled by Attila are all at once tribes, peoples, and nations. And 

in both 169 and 261, the connection between Attila's empire and the unnamed hordes 

is demonstrated by the words diversa and varia. 

The juxtaposition of more than one of these terms is a reflection of Jordanes' 

use of variatio. Placing populus with gens is most common, occurring thirteen times, 

but natio appears with gens, (ten times) and with natio with populus (twice). 

Exercitus occupies a more complicated position than the other three words.  It occurs 

frequently, as one might expect in a history largely devoted to military exploits. It 

does occur in conjunction with gens and populus (although not with natio), but in 

only three cases is the reader encouraged to equate the word for army directly with 

the one for tribe. Despite this, the equation of army and tribe is ubiquitous, because of 

the subject matter. Jordanes' history of the Goths is inevitably the history of military 

success and failure, and that armies should be made up of tribes, peoples, and nations 

is taken for granted by the author. It is also only natural that armies should fight such 

entities, as at 50, 164, and 202, where armies explicitly conquer tribes. 

Jordanes' use of terms for people is very confusing. By employing variatio he 

muddies the meanings of the terms, making it impossible for modern scholars from 

pinning down just what he means by gens, populus, natio, and exercitus. The 

differences between these words often disappear in the text, because not only does he 

juxtaposes gens and populus but also juxtaposes each of these with natio and 

exercitus, often applying multiple terms to the same group in the same sentence.
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The size of the groups designated by a term like gens is difficult to ascertain. 

In section 259, Jordanes explains that fili Attilae, quorum per licentiam libidinis pene 

populus fuit, gentes sibi dividi aequa sorte poscebant [. . .] "the sons of Attila, of 

whom through license of lust there was almost a people, demanded that the tribes be 

divided to them by a fair vote." Populus is certainly supposed to designate a large 

group here in order for the hyperbole to work.  It seems that a populus is larger than a 

gens, because each son out of the large populus may have control over several gentes, 

each of which is smaller than the populus from which the son comes. However, any 

place where concrete numbers are given in the Getica is misleading and should not be 

taken as an accurate idea of the size of the group described. Discussions of armies 

sometimes include concrete numbers. For example, when he took up the rule of the 

Huns, Attila's army "is said to have numbered 50,000."71 But to what group of people 

does that number refer? Does it only designate Hunnic men serving in the military at 

that time? Does it include warriors from conquered tribes? Auxiliaries borrowed from 

allies? Jordanes could give an answer, even if it is of his own devising, but as with the 

uncountable hordes of Scandza and Asia, he prefers to leave his reader in the dark, 

perpetuating the myth of the mysterious lands beyond Rome's borders.  

The way Jordanes uses words for people reinforces the idea that each late 

antique tribe was constituted of warrior bands and their families. When analyzing 

section 261 above, we asked what people might make up the group designated as 

Goths. Section 26 presents a similar interpretive challenge. The army (exercitus) of 

the Goths is said to have moved away from the settlements of the Ulmerugians "with 

their families." That it is necessary to clarify that they took their families with them, 

71 Getica 182.
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would seem to necessitate a separation between the concepts of army and tribe, and 

yet an army traveling a vast distance with women and children in tow, is the very 

image of a warrior tribe on the move. In discussions of ethnogenesis, this section 

plays a key role in the reconstruction of early barbarian culture. It is assumed that a 

tribe is made up of the warrior elites and their families, and that the string of 

conquests described in the Getica are the activities of a warrior culture carving out 

places for their families to live from their neighbors and their neighbors' lands.72 The 

way that armies and tribes are described in the Getica reinforces this idea. The same 

format is used to describe the army as is used to describe the tribe, so that it is as 

much an exercitus Gothorum as a gens Gothorum.

Jordanes uses several words for people interchangeably and by using 

juxtaposition and variatio he prevents modern scholars from determining the size or 

composition of tribes, peoples, nations, and armies. Charles Mierow's 1915 

translation exacerbates the problem through inconsistency and outmoded terms. 

Therefore, a new translation is necessary, one which translates consistently, with the 

most accurate terms for the modern reader: "tribe" for gens, "people" for populus, 

"nation" for natio as long as care is taken to account for the context, and "army" for 

exercitus. If scholars maintain an awareness of our inability to retrieve anything from 

the text without first understanding the complications of the author's usage, then a 

new translation can be made which will convey an understanding of the people and 

events described in the Getica.

72 Patrick J. Geary, "Barbarians and Ethnicity" in Interpreting Late Antiquity: Essays on the 
Postclassical World, Belknap Press (2001), ed. GW Bowerstock, p. 107-129.
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Rulership in the   Getica  :   imperator, princeps, rex, regulus  

The way the author of the Getica uses words for rule reveals the way he 

viewed the relative rank and importance of the figures he discusses. He reserves the 

highest titles, imperator and princeps, almost exclusively for Roman emperors, while 

applying the lesser terms, rex and regulus, to barbarians. However, these titles are not 

awarded on the basis of merit. Each is applied to a broad array of characters, and, 

particularly in the case of rex, many types of rule. These words must be carefully 

assessed to determine whether their meanings line up with their standard translations. 

We will see that for imperator and princeps they do, but for rex and regulus they do 

not. 

Romans barbarians
imperator 64 0
princeps 35 3
rex 1 137
regulus 0 4
fig. 5: Uses of words for rulership in the Getica.

Jordanes uses imperator only for Roman emperors. It is used of both good and 

bad emperors alike. Justinian, the Roman emperor at the time the Getica was written, 

the great "conqueror of diverse tribes,"73 is graced with the title imperator. But 

Jordanes also has no problem calling Valens an imperator even while he describes his 

horrific death by fire, meted out as divine retribution for converting the Goths to 

Arianism.74 Romulus Augustulus, the last western imperator, created emperor by his 

father at Ravenna and then immediately exiled,75 is compared to his namesake 

Augustus on the basis of rank alone, ignoring, or perhaps highlighting, the vast 

73 Getica 313.
74 Getica 132.
75 Getica 241-1.
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differences between their lives. This may seem exclusive, but the rules do not actually 

exclude usurpers and barbarians. Pretenders to the throne who are declared imperator 

by the army still retain the title in the Getica. Being Roman by birth is not a 

requirement for rule, and so it is also not a requirement for the title. Jordanes 

highlights the emperor Maximinus as a Goth elevated to the rank of imperator by the 

army.76 He apparently finds this application of the title appropriate. 

The translation of imperator into its English derivative "emperor" is standard 

practice, and wholly acceptable for the purposes of this translation. Although the role 

of the Roman emperor in the East in Jordanes' time was not exactly what it was in the 

time of Augustus, the English term is able to evoke the sense of power and majesty 

that corresponds to either usage. Charles Mierow consistently translates the word 

imperator into the standard "emperor" in every case. However, he favors a sense of 

consistency that causes him to also translate  princeps as "emperor" in most cases, 

which masks the variation in the original text. Jordanes uses imperator (64) when 

referring to emperors about twice as much as he uses princeps (36), but the number is 

significant enough that ignoring the term alters the sense of Jordanes' writing. I have 

therefore chosen to keep the two terms separate by translating each in its own way. 

In the Getica the title princeps is a prestigious title, but it also retains its earlier 

meaning, "first man." Jordanes' use of the term princeps is restricted to the Roman 

emperors in all but three cases, but these three cases are valuable for what they tell us 

about the meaning of princeps in the Getica. In the first case, the Goths have 

conquered a number of peoples, along with their rulers, including the Quadi and their 

"princes." In this case the word retains its usual meaning, as the "first among them," 

76 Getica 83-8.
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but these princes have lost a great deal of power by being conquered. The second case 

occurs when Attila receives the sword of Mars.77 When a shepherd finds the sword of 

Mars and brings it to Attila, the Hunnic ruler, "thinks himself prince of the whole 

world." The impact of this line is much more powerful, when one considers that 

Jordanes generally reserves the title here translated as "prince" for Roman emperors. 

In the third, the Goths have just conquered the Sueves, but allow them to elect their 

own regulus to rule them. In the next line, Jordanes says that they chose Rimismund 

as their princeps. Rimismund is the "first man" among the Sueves, and no less 

prestigious in relation to his own tribal members, although he is now ranked below 

the Gothic ruler. These examples show how Jordanes uses the word in its classical 

sense, although taking advantage of the flexibility of the term for the sake of drama 

and variatio. 

In the middle ages, the meaning of the word princeps does not change as 

much as its application. It retains its older meaning of the "the first man" or "first 

among equals," but in medieval usage it is applied to anyone who holds the first place 

in any organization, and thus can refer to an abbot as well as an emperor.  This broad 

application created an ambiguity that allowed Behemond of Taranto, who conquered 

Antioch in 1098, during the First Crusade, to declare himself a princeps, in order to 

avoid feudal obligations to both the French king and the Byzantine Emperor.78 The 

word seems to have retained its prestige; it continued to be used by emperors and 

kings. Gregory of Tour used it of Clothar in his Historia Francorum, as an alternative 

title for rex.79 Comparing these uses to those in the Getica, we find that Jordanes' use 

77 Getica 183.
78 Robert of Torigni, Deeds of the Dukes of the Normans Book VII, c. 43, translated by Elizabeth van 

Houts in The Normans in Europe, Manchester University Press, New York, (2000), p. 249.
79 Niermeyer, 2.1107.
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is more restricted than it has to be. If Gregory could use it of Clothar, Jordanes could 

have used it of Theodoric, but did not. This further increases the impact of the word 

when it is used of Attila. In the Getica, where the title princeps is withheld for the 

sake of a privileged few, it is all the more shocking that the Hunnic ruler would think 

himself "prince" of the world. 

Charles Mierow avoids the translation "prince" when it comes to the Roman 

emperors, preferring instead to translate as though the title used were always 

imperator. Of the three times it is used of barbarians,  Mierow translates princeps as 

"prince" only for the two usages where something less prestigious is implied. When 

Attila finds the sword of Mars, in Mierow's text he thinks himself "ruler" of the whole 

world. These translations rob the word of its original weight and mask Jordanes' 

variations. 

Our English word "prince" is directly derived from the Latin word princeps. It 

has the primary meaning "a sovereign ruler; a monarch, a king," and a secondary 

meaning, "a person or thing which is pre-eminent in a specified class or sphere; the 

chief; the greatest or best."80 Both of these are compatible with the use of the word 

princeps in the Getica. The secondary meaning, which comes directly from the Latin 

meaning, "first man," is particularly applicable. Given the primary and secondary 

definitions of "prince" in English, translating all of these various usages as "prince" is 

acceptable, whether this "first man" is an emperor, or the "first man" of the Quadi or 

Sueves, or whether he thinks himself the "first man" of the whole world. Princeps 

has, therefore, been translated as "prince" in this paper.

While imperator and princeps are relatively specific terms, rex is extremely 

80 OED
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broad: broader, in fact, than we would construe "king" as English speakers, since it 

applies to leaders of various forms of government and levels of importance. Jordanes 

uses rex broadly, applying it to just about any ruler of any rank except the Roman 

emperors. There are no Roman reges, except in section 106, where Jordanes refers to 

two dead emperors who co-ruled for only 2 years as regibus occumbentibus, "rulers 

having met with death." Many other rulers are called reges: rulers of the Persians, 

Egyptians, Parthians, Macedonia, a great river called Padus, and Mundo the bandit 

ruler.81 He applies the word mainly, however, to Germanic barbarians, and the leader 

of the Goths is almost always a rex. He uses it of different types of Gothic leaders, 

some who rule in concert with their brothers and are subordinate to other reges, and 

others who function independently. In Jordanes' usage many different kinds of leaders 

are reges; bad, good, co-rulers and independent rulers, and people of vastly different 

importance. Attila is usually called a rex, with his veritable turba regum, or "crowd of 

rulers," surrounding him.82 Theodoric of the Ostrogoths, Theodorid of the Visigoths, 

Fastida of the Gepids and numerous others, all with different traits fall under the 

broad category of rex. One thing about the reges of the Getica is the consistent 

however, they are rulers of peoples rather than lands. 

The most prominent rex in the work is not a Goth, but a Hun. Attila is 

introduced in section 178 and dominates the action until his death and extensive 

funeral at sections 254-8. His person continues to linger on through actions of his 

successors until section 301. The great Hunnic ruler represents several aspects of the 

way rex is used in the Getica. He is a man of great military power, a ruler not just of 

81 Persians Getica 61, 63, and 110; Egyptians 47; Parthians 108; Macedonia 66; Padus river 150; 
Mundo 301.

82 Getica 200.
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his own people, but of others as well and, in fact, a tyrant. Attila is often referred to as 

a rex, but when he is first introduced he is called Attila, Hunnorum omnium dominus 

et paene totius Scythiae gentium solus in mundo regnator. "Attila, lord of all Huns 

and out of the world, sole ruler of almost the whole of all races of Scythia."83 Attila is 

never an imperator, no matter how many peoples he comes to rule. As previously 

demonstrated, in the Getica, the word imperator never applies to anyone other than 

the Roman emperors. By not granting the Hunnic leader this title, Jordanes silently 

comments on the legitimacy of his rule. Only someone with the backing of the 

Roman institutions can legitimately rule so many peoples, and thus claim the highest 

title used in the Getica. In an embassy from Emperor Valentinian in section 187, he is 

called a tyrannus, with the meaning of the English word tyrant, when Valentinian is 

trying to convince king Theodorid of the Visigoths to unite in war against Attila. This 

section is even more obviously rhetorical than usual, but it again shows that within 

the work Attila can be a "ruler," a rex, without being considered worthy of his rule. 

Thus rex encompass these traits of conquest and tyranny. However, it can also entail 

traits of cooperation and just rule.

The Ostrogoths Valamir, Thiudimer, and Vidimir, three brothers who all rule 

together under Attila, claim the title of rex although they do not have exclusive 

control of their own people.84 Jordanes is careful to emphasize their connection to the 

Amal line as a form of legitimacy, as well as emphasizing their just and cooperative 

rule.85 They rule peacefully as a team until Valamir dies in section 276, leaving the 

rule to the younger brothers who eventually split their people in two.86 Cooperative 

83 Getica 178.
84 Valamir, 199, 268; Thiudimer, 281; Vidimir 283.
85 Getica 199, 252-3.
86 Getica 283.
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rulers represent a very different model of rule than Attila, the tyrant, who is a single 

strong ruler of uncounted hordes. Though the brothers are similar in scale to figures 

like Fastida, ruler of the Gepids, and Ostrogotha of the Goths,87 these later examples 

each rule their respective tribes single-handedly. Theodoric the Ostrogoth and 

Theodorid the Visigoth present yet another example of what rex can mean. They are 

both very powerful kings who rule alone, are great military commanders and deal 

with politics on the scale of Attila and the emperors.88 But, for Jordanes, all of these 

competing versions of rulership fall under the heading of rex.

Gillet asks the question, "Was Ethnicity Politicized in the Earliest Medieval 

Kingdoms?" In his article by this title,89 he ultimately concludes that it was not, but in 

the Getica rulers are always associated with specific peoples. This is especially clear 

in the case of the word rex which appears accompanied by a ethnic genitive in the 

same form that gens does 56 out of 138 times. Only once is a rex the ruler of a place: 

in section 66, where Perdicca is rex Macedoniae. Jordanes conceives of the most 

important connection between a rex and what the rex rules, as the one between the 

ruler and an ethnic group or groups. Whether the barbarians considered this important 

or not, this paradigm informs Jordanes' writing in a way that is inescapable.  

According to the Latin dictionaries, there was no major change from the first 

century BC to the twelfth century AD in the meaning of the word rex, derived from 

the verb regere, "to rule," usually translated "king." But these "kings" are not the 

kings of the twelfth century, with their feudal obligations and sophisticated finances. 

They are not even the kings of eighth century, anointed by popes and bishops. In the 

87 Getica 97-100.
88 Theodoric 269; Theodorid 178.
89  Andrew Gillet, "Was Ethnicity Politicized in the Earliest Medieval Kingdoms?" in 2002. Studies in 
the Early Middle Ages, vol. 4 On Barbarian Identity, Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols.
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Getica, their primary function is military in nature, but records from Theodoric's 

Ostrogothic Italy suggest that the government there had a number of civil 

responsibilities. He produced his own written law code, for example, based at least 

partially on Roman law. But for the "rulers" described in the earliest sections of the 

Getica, even this model exaggerates the rights and responsibilities of these rulers. 

Given the way rex is applied in the Getica to a broad spectrum of figures, the nature 

of whose roles we cannot know for sure, it is best to substitute an English word with 

the broadest possible meaning for the usual translation "king," used by Charles 

Mierow in almost every occurrence. Therefore, "ruler" has been chosen in its place. 

Regulus has a more specific meaning. It is used only four times and always in 

conjunction with other words of rule, especially rex and princeps, because it appears 

in conjunction or with specific reference to one of these two words. The first example 

involves a Gothic leader, Fritigern, subordinate to a Roman official; the second is the 

example already mentioned, in which the Goths have conquered the Sueves; the third 

and fourth entail Hunnic dominion over Gothic leaders. These examples will show the 

very specific relationship outlined by the term regulus, one which entails 

subordination but respect. 

The first at section 135 must be taken in conjunction with section 134, where 

the character Fritigern is first introduced. At this point in the story, the Goths have 

been allowed to settle inside the Roman empire, but the corrupt merchants and 

government officials are exploiting them horrifically, even going so far as to demand 

their children as slaves.90 

134 Quibus evenit, ut adsolet genti, necdum bene loco fundatis, 

90 Getica 135.
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penuria famis, coeperuntque primates eorum et duces, qui regum vice 
illis praeerant, id est Fritigernus, Alatheus et Safrac, exercitus inopiam 
condolere negotiationemque a Lupicino Maximoque Romanorum 
ducum expetere. 

134 After which, famine by scarcity occurred, and with a good place 
not yet found, and their nobles and leaders, that is Fritigernus, 
Alatheus, and Safrac, who came to lead them in place of rulers, just as 
is the custom of the tribe, desired negotiation with Lupicinus and 
Maximus the great Roman leader, because they army suffered from 
poverty.

135 Contigit etenim illo sub tempore erumnoso, Lupicinus ut ductor 
Romanorum Fritigernum Gothorum regulum in convivio invitaret 
dolumque ei, ut post exitus docuit, moliretur. 

135 It happened indeed that at that wretched time Lupicinus, the 
Roman leader, invited Fritigernus, minor ruler of the Goths, to dinner 
and oh deceit, just as he pointed out the exit, he would set his plan in 
motion.

In 134, Jordanes clarifies that these three are not reges, that is, they are not "rulers" of 

the type he usually describes leading the Goths. They are instead primates eorum et  

duces, "their nobles and leaders." Correspondingly, in 135, when one of them is 

invited to dinner in a reprise of the classic story of betrayed hospitality he is not a rex, 

but something less than that, a regulus. 

Regulus does not designate a true sovereign, but is not necessarily a 

demeaning position. When the Goths conquer the Sueves in section 234, they allow 

the Sueves to elect their own leader (regulus). In the next sentence, this leader is 

called a princeps. If the two terms can be equated in this way, regulus must not be a 

degrading term.  This interpretation is compatible with the other usages of the word. 

One appears in the context of Attila and his turba regum. Valamer, the ruler 

(regem) of the Ostrogoths, is valued by Attila above the other leaders (regulos).91 

Here the term clarifies the relationship, not just between Valamer and Attila, but 

91 Getica 199.
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between Attila and any ruler of a tribe under his rule. Each is a ruler in his own right 

in principle, but subordinate to Attila in practice. Section 249, when the Ostrogoths 

are subject to the rule of the Hun Balamber, clarifies this sort of relationship further. 

249 Tertio vero proelio subreptionis auxilio ad fluvium 
nomine Erac, dum utrique ad se venissent, Balamber sagitta missa 
caput Venetharii saucians interemit neptemque eius Vadamercam sibi 
in coniugio copulans iam omnem in pace Gothorum populum 
subactum possedit, ita tamen, ut genti Gothorum semperum proprius 
regulus, quamvis Hunnorum consilio, imperaret. 

249 But in the third battle while they had both come to the 
river called Erac by help of deceptions, Balamber, wounding the head 
of Venetharius with arrows, killed him and uniting his [Venetharius'] 
granddaughter Vadamerca to himself in marriage then he possessed 
the whole conquered people of the Goths in peace, in such a way, 
nevertheless, that he commanded that the tribe of the Goths always 
have their own minor ruler although with the counsel of the Huns.

Although one party is subject to another, it is nevertheless a relationship of 

alliance, where the leaders of the subordinate tribes are valued as counselors to the 

overall leader. 

Regulus is the diminutive for rex, and because rex is often translated "king," 

regulus is likewise usually translated "petty king" or "king of a small nation." Mierow 

solves the problem presented by this word by translating it differently based on 

context. Of the four occurrences he translates two as "chieftain" and two as "ruler." 

Given his translation of rex as "king," "ruler" does not achieve the impact that a more 

derivative translation would. "Chieftain" does nothing to imply the lesser status of the 

one addressed by the term regulus but does imply a tribal structure that may or may 

not be present. For the purposes of this text, the translation "ruler" has been adopted 

for rex and therefore an alternative translation must be found for regulus. I have 

chosen to adopt the translation "minor ruler," although it is clumsy, because of its 
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broad, flexible meaning. This translation captures the sense of the diminutive by 

relating to the translation for rex, without seeming much more specific than its 

antecedent. There is no single word in English which denotes the sort of political 

relationship outlined by the uses explained above, and so the phrase "minor ruler" 

will suffice.

As with lands and peoples, words for rule in the Getica have meanings unique 

to the text, which must be accounted for in translation. Although imperator and 

princeps can be translated in the standard fashion (with "prince" preferable to 

"emperor" for princeps in order to preserve the variation), rex and regulus should be 

given translation that fit their broader meaning in the context of this work, and are 

thus best translated "ruler," and "minor ruler." These changes in translation allow a 

clearer interpretation of Jordanes' text for the English reader by preserving his 

variation and as much of the original meaning as possible, without introducing 

additional meanings which cannot be proven from the text. 

In this thesis chapter, analysis and translations have been presented that 

coincide with a re-evaluation of the Getica from a literary standpoint. The goal was to 

determine what the author had in mind when making word choices, and what, if any, 

underlying premises could be extracted from the text itself. By examining Jordanes' 

words for land, I learned that he does not equate specific lands with certain peoples, 

and thus there is no concept of an Urheimat, lurking in Jordanes' ancient ideas. When 

I analyzed the author's words for people, I found that Jordanes lacks the concept of a 

nation-state, where the ideas of people and land are intertwined by patriotic ideology. 

The people he describes are more loosely organized, and transient, whether because 

they are actually nomads, or because in this particular period many migrations 
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occurred. Finally, I affirmed that leaders in the Getica rule people, rather than 

territories, and that Jordanes' use of titles depends more on the ethnicity of the bearer, 

than on the bearer's merit or methods. My translations for this difficult text aim for 

consistency in an effort to make Jordanes' meaning clearer to the English reader, and 

provide a starting point for further analysis.
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Conclusion

In chapter 1, the scholarship on the Getica was described and examined. This 

difficult text has already been used extensively for the study of the peoples it 

describes. Herwig Wolfram's work on the Goths incorporates much information from 

the Getica but his understanding of Jordanes as a faithful abridger causes him to 

dismiss some information out of hand, while privileging other information without 

explanation. Walter Goffart's work, especially his Narrators of Barbarian History has 

examined the Getica itself, and Jordanes as an author in his own right, but a faulty 

understanding of Jordanes' terms and the addition of a universal love-story plot, 

obscure the clarity of Goffart's arguments. Peter Heather has also used the Getica as 

part of his larger study of the Goths, but he has supplemented Jordanes' information 

with analysis of archaeological remains to the point of dismissing the work almost 

entirely. 

In chapter 2, we saw that many of the problems reflected in the recent 

scholarship stem from our lack of knowledge about the Getica's author, Jordanes. We 

can only know what he himself tells us in the text itself and what little we can 

conclude from indirect reference within the text. We can be fairly sure that Jordanes' 

family originated in some sort of barbarian tribe, that he was a Christian and a 

scholar, and that he was quite old at the time of the Getica's writing. At some point in 

his life he served as a notary to a barbarian general. We can offset our ignorance 

about Jordanes' biography, by analyzing him an author. Evidence taken from the 

Getica itself indicates that Jordanes was a "compiler" of history, who wrote by 

drawing together many authorities and juxtaposing their work in order to create a new 

narrative. The type of work he was creating is best understood as a "patchwork" 
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history, a genre of history, relatively new at the time when the Getica was written, but 

increasingly common in the middle ages. 

  In chapter 3, Jordanes' words for lands, peoples, and rulership were 

examined. In studying words for lands, any conceptual connection between people 

and lands was eliminated, and it was demonstrated that there is no Urheimat lurking 

in the Getica. While examining words for people it was found that Jordanes does not 

make use of the concept of the modern nation-state when discussing peoples, and 

thus, any translation that implies a "nation-state" where "nation" is meant is 

inappropriate. In the final section of this chapter, words for rulership were examined, 

and it was found that not only do leaders rule people rather than territories, but titles 

are not distributed by Jordanes according to merit or method of rule. Thus each title 

encompasses the good and bad of each level of ruler, as well as the brilliant and the 

incompetent. The translations suggested in this chapter are meant to convey Jordanes' 

meaning as accurately as possible, but more importantly, they are meant to preserve 

Jordanes' word choice for readers to examine for themselves. 

My goal with this thesis was to deepen our understand of Jordanes and his 

Getica as a starting point for further scholarship on late antique barbarians, sixth-

century Byzantine Latin, and late antique history more generally. This deeper 

understanding will allow scholars to better interpret the information contained in the 

Getica, rather than dismissing it, or using it blindly. 

The ultimate goal is full new translation of the Getica which is conscious of 

modern scholarship, but also seeks to represent the author's intentions. Much more 

can be done in this field, such as a similar analysis of Paul the Deacons, Historia 

Longabardorum, or Gregory of Tours' Historia Francorum. Ideally, a comparative 
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study would be conducted to broaden our understanding of late antique Latin and 

people who wrote it. 
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Appendix: Sample Translations

Getica   1-3, 266, and 316  
These sections represent our full body of biographical knowledge about Jordanes. 

Latin:
1 Volentem me parvo subvectum navigio oram tranquilli litoris stringere et minutos 
de priscorum, ut quidam ait, stagnis pisciculos legere, in altum(to the fullest extent), 
frater Castali, laxari vela compellis relictoque opusculo, quod intra manus habeo, id 
est, de adbreviatione chronicorum, suades, ut nostris verbis duodecem Senatoris 
volumina de origine actusque Getarum ab olim et usque nunc per generationes 
regesque descendentem in uno et hoc parvo libello choartem: 

2 dura satis imperia et tamquam ab eo, qui pondus operis huius scire nollit, inposita. 
Nec illud aspicis, quod tenuis mihi est spiritus ad inplendam eius tam magnificam 
dicendi tubam: super omne autem pondus, quod nec facultas eorundem librorum 
nobis datur, quatenus eius sensui inserviamus, sed, ut non mentiar, ad triduanam 
lectionem dispensatoris eius beneficio libros ipsos antehac relegi. Quorum quamvis 
verba non recolo, sensus tamen et res actas credo me integre retinere. 

3 Ad quos et ex nonnullis historiis Grecis ac Latinis addedi convenientia, initium 
finemque et plura in medio mea dictione permiscens. Quare sine contumelia quod 
exigisti suscipe libens, libentissime lege; et si quid parum dictum est et tu, ut vicinus 
genti, commemoras, adde, orans pro me, frater carissime. Dominus tecum. Amen. 

266 Cuius Candacis Alanoviiamuthis patris mei genitor Paria, id est meus avus, 
notarius; quousque Candac ipse viveret, fuit, eiusque germanae filio Gunthicis, qui et 
Baza dicebatur, mag. mil., filio Andages fili Andele de prosapia Amalorum 
descendente, ego item quamvis agramatus Iordannis ante conversionem meam 
notarius fui. 

316 Haec qui legis, scito me maiorum secutum scriptis ex eorum latissima prata 
paucos flores legisse, unde inquirenti pro captu ingenii mei coronam contexam. Nec 
me quis in favorem gentis praedictae, quasi ex ipsa trahenti originem, aliqua addidisse 
credat, quam quae legi et comperi. Nec si tamen cuncta, quae de ipsis scribuntur aut 
referuntur, complexus sum, nec tantum ad eorum laudem quantum ad laudem eius qui 
vicit exponens. 

English:
1 I wish myself, transported by means of a small boat, to brush against the shore of a 
tranquil coast and, as a certain someone says, to gather tiny fish from the pools of the 
ancients. But in old age, brother Castalius, you compel me to relax the sails and to set 
aside the little work which I have between my hands, that is, Concerning an 
Abbreviation of the Chronicles. You urge, that I, in my own words, narrow down the 
twelve books of the Senator concerning the origins and deeds of the Goths from long 
ago up until now descending through generations and rulers into this one little book:
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2 He imposed a harsh enough the command, as from him, who does not want to know 
the weight of this work. Nor do you consider this: that my breath is too tenuous to fill 
up his magnificent trumpet of speech. The greatest weight however, is that 
opportunity of that same book is not given to us. We are to be devoted to his feeling 
to an extent, but, that I not deceive, I reread those books previously at a three days 
readings by the kindness of his steward. Although I do not recall the words of those 
books, I believe that nevertheless I remember the sense and the story faultlessly. 

3 To these also, I have added appropriate things from several Greek and Latin 
histories, I have mixed in an introduction and conclusion, and many many things in 
my own words into the middle. Freely undertake, in reading, to examine whatever is 
without fault, by means of willing most law; and if some little thing was said and you, 
as a neighbor to the tribe, remember, add it, praying for me, dear brother. Lord be 
with you. Amen.  

266. Paria, the parent of my father, that is to say my grandfather, was notary to this 
Candac Alanoviiamuth as long as while Candac himself lived, and to Gunthic the son 
of his sister, who was also called Baza, Master of the Soldiery, and likewise, I, 
Jordanes, although unlearned was a secretary to Andele, son of the son Andages a 
descendant from the lineage of the Amals, before my conversion. 

316. You who read this, know that I, following the writings of my betters have 
gathered a few flowers from their broad meadows, whence I weave a garland for 
those inquiring according to the capacity of my cleverness. Nor should anyone 
believe that I added anything in favor of the aforementioned race, as if I were derived 
from the same origin, beyond that which I read and learned. Nor yet do I embrace all 
which is written or reported about them. Nor do I set it forth so much to the praise of 
them as to the praise of him who conquers. 

Getica   10-15  
The Getica incorporates a great deal of geography. Most of the regions Jordanes 
discusses eventually receive geographical descriptions. His description of Britain, 
largely based on Orosius,92 occurs early in the work and is a good example of his 
elaborate style. 

Latin:
10 Nunc autem de Brittania insula, que in sino Oceani inter Spanias, Gallias et 
Germaniam sita est, ut potuero, paucis absolvam. Cuius licet magnitudine olim nemo, 
ut refert Libius, circumvectus est, multis tamen data est varia opinio de ea loquendi. 
Quae diu si quidem armis inaccensam Romanis Iulius Caesar proeliis ad gloriam 
tantum quesitis aperuit: pervia deinceps mercimoniis aliasque ob causas multis facta 
mortalibus non indiligenti, quae secuta est, aetati certius sui prodidit situm, quem, ut a 
Grecis Latinisque autoribus accepimus, persequimur. 

92 See Merrils.
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11 Triquadram eam plures dixere consimilem, inter septentrionalem occidentalemque 
plagam proiectam, uno, qui magnus est, angulo Reni hostia spectantem, dehinc 
correptam latitudine oblique retro abstractam in duos exire alios, geminoque latere 
longiorem Galliae praetendi atque Germaniae. In duobus milibus trecentis decem 
stadiis latitudo eius ubi patentior, longitudo non ultra septem mil. 

12 Centum triginta duo stadia fertur extendi; modo vero dumosa, modo silvestrae 
iacere planitiae, montibus etiam nonnullis increscere: mari tardo circumfluam, quod 
nec remis facile inpellentibus cedat, nec ventorum flatibus intumescat, credo, quia 
remotae longius terrae causas motibus negant: quippe illic latius quam usquam aequor 
extenditur. Refert autem Strabo Grecorum nobilis scriptor tantas illam exalare 
nebulas, madefacta humo Oceani crebris excursibus, ut subtectus sol per illum pene 
totum fediorem, qui serenus est, diem negetur aspectui. 

13 Noctem quoque clariorem in extrema eius parte minimamque Cornelius 
etiamannalium scriptor enarrat, metallis plurimis cupiosam, herbis frequentem et his 
feraciorem omnibus, que pecora magis quam homines alant: labi vero per eam multa 
quam maximae relabique flumina gemmas margaritasque volventia. Silorum colorati 
vultus; torti pleroque crine et nigro nascuntur; Calydoniam vero incolentibus rutilae 
cumae (comae), corpora magna, sed fluuida: Gallis sive Spanis, ut quibusque 
obtenduntur, adsimiles. 

14 Vnde coniectavere nonnulli, quod ea ex his accolas contiguo vocatos acceperit. 
Inculti aeque omnes populi regesque populorum; cunctos tamen in Calydoniorum 
Meatarumque concessisse nomina Dio auctor est celeberrimus scriptor annalium. 
Virgeas habitant casas, communia tecta cum pecore, silveque illis saepe sunt domus. 
Ob decorem nescio an aliam quam ob rem ferro pingunt corpora. 

15 Bellum inter se aut imperii cupidine, aut amplificandi quae possident, saepius 
gerunt, non tantum equitatu vel pedite, verum etiam bigis curribusque falcatis, quos 
more vulgare essedas vocant. Haec pauca de Brittaniae insulae forma dixisse sufficiat. 

English:
10 Now also concerning the British island, which is situated on the curved edge of the 
Ocean between Spain, Gaul, and Germany, to the extent that I am able, I will sum up 
with a few comments. Because of the magnitude of it, formerly no one was permitted 
to travel around, just as Libius relates, nevertheless various opinions were given by 
many about the things I will say. Accordingly for a long time it was inaccessible to 
Roman arms. Julius Caesar uncovered it by means of battle having been sought for 
glory alone: thereafter it became passable for goods and for many not careless mortals 
on account of other reasons, and thus  more certainly revealed its position to our age, 
which we pursue, just as we receive it from Greek and Latin authors. 

11.Many said that it [is] very similar to a triangle, projecting between northern and 
eastern areas, the first [angle], which is the largest, overlooking the mouths of the 
Rhine at its apex, thereafter shortening by a slanting latitude to end lengthening at the 
back into two other angles, and the longer one from the twin sides stretches out to 
Gaul and Germany. It is 2,310 stades in width where is it more open, and not more 
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than 7,000 in length. 

12. It is said to extend 132 stades; now really overgrown with thorns, now given over 
to forests and plains, it even swells up with some mountains: encircled by slow-
moving water, which neither easily yields to thrusting oars, nor swells up with 
blowing of the wind, I believe, because the lands remote by a lot deny the occasion 
for motion: of course there, broader than anywhere, the sea stretches out. However, 
the writer Strabo of the noble Greeks, reports that the island exhales huge mists, with 
the soaked ground crowded with intrusions of Ocean, with the result that through 
almost the whole rather loathsome day, which is serene, is denied to sight.

13. Cornelius [Tacitus], the writer of annals, says that in the furthest part of it indeed 
the night is brighter and very short, supplied with many metals, crowded with grasses 
and with all these rather fruitful things, which graze cattle rather more than men: but 
through that as great as possible glide and glide back many rivers rolling gems and 
pearls. The faces of the snub-nosed ones are painted; and the majority are born with 
twisted black hair; but the inhabitants of Calydonia with red hair, great bodies, but 
fluid ones: similar to the Gauls and Spaniads, since they are across from there. 

14. From whence some conjecture, because this island is so near, it accepts those 
called out of its nearness. The people and their rulers are all equally uncultivated; the 
author Dio, a most celebrated writer of annals, [says that] they have altogether agreed 
upon the name of Calydonians and Meatas. They live in houses made of branches, 
commonly sheltered along with the livestock, and their homes are often in forests. I 
don't know whether they paint their bodies with iron on account of decoration or on 
account of some other thing. 

15. War among them, either by means of the desire of rule, or to enlarge that which 
they possess, they often carry on, not only with cavalry or footman, but even with 
yoked oxen and runners armed with scythes, which by common habit they call 
"Essedas." These few things about the island of Britain are sufficient to have said. 

Getica  : 49-52, and 56-7  
Jordanes gives the Amazons a Gothic origin. The purpose of this short passage is 
unclear, and has thus gone largely undiscussed. It presents a model of rule and a 
Greco-Roman flavor for the Goths whose presences are difficult to justify in the 
greater context of the work. 

Latin:
49 Post cuius decessum et exercitu eius cum successores ipsius in aliis partibus 
expeditione gerentibus feminae Gothorum a quadam vicina gente temptantur in 
praeda. Quae doctae a viris fortiter resisterunt hostesque super se venientes cum 
magna verecundia abigerunt. Qua patratae victoria fretaeque maioris audacia invicem 
se cohortantes arma arripiunt elegentesque duas audentiores Lampeto et Marpesia 
principatui subrogarunt. 

50 Quae dum curam gerunt, ut et propria defenderent et aliena vastarent, sortitae 
Lampeto restitit fines patrios tuendo, Marpesia vero feminarum agmine sumpta 
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novum genus exercitui duxit in Asiam, diversasque gentes bello superans, alios vero 
pace concilians, ad Cauchasum venit, ibique certum tempus demorans loci nomen 
dedit Saxum Marpesiae, unde et Vergilius: 'ac si dura silex aut stet Marpesia cautes', 
in eo loco, ubi post haec Alexander Magnus portas constituens Pylas Caspias 
nominavit, quod nunc Lazorum gens custodit pro munitione Romana. 

51 Hic ergo certum temporis Amazonas commanentes confortati sunt. Vnde egressi et 
Alem fluvium, quod iuxta Gargaram civitatem praeterfluit, transeuntes, Armeniam, 
Syriam Ciliciamque, Galatiam, Pisidiam omniaque Asiae loca aequa felicitate 
domuerunt; Ioniam Eoliamque conversae deditas sibi provincias effecerunt. Vbi 
diutius dominantes etiam civitates castraque suo in nomine dicaverunt. Ephesi quoque 
templum Dianae ob sagittandi ac venandi studium, quibus se artibus tradidissent, 
effusis opibus mirae pulchritudinis condiderunt. 

52 Tale ergo Scythiae genitae feminae casu Asiae regna potitae per centum pene 
annos tenuerunt et sic demum ad proprias socias in cautes Marpesios, quas superius 
diximus, repedarunt, in montem scilicet Caucasi. Cuius montis quia facta

[Description of the Caucasus mountains.]

56 Quae veritae, ne eorum prolis rarisceret, vicinis gentibus concubitum petierunt, 
facta nundina semel in anno, ita ut futuri temporis eadem die revertentibus in id 
ipsum, quidquid partus masculum edidisset, patri redderet, quidquid vero feminei 
sexus nasceretur, mater ad arma bellica erudiret: sive, ut quibusdam placet, editis 
maribus novercali odio infantis miserandi fata rumpebant. Ita apud illas detestabile 
puerperium erat, quod ubique constat esse votivum. 

57 Quae crudelitas illis terrorem maximum comulabat opinionis vulgatae. Nam quae, 
rogo, spes esset capto, ubi indulgi vel filio nefashabebatur? Contra has, ut fertur, 
pugnavit Herculis, et Melanis pene plus dolo quam virtute subegit.Theseus vero 
Hippoliten in praeda tulit, de qua et genuit Hypolitum. Hae quoque Amazones post 
haec habuere reginam nomine Penthesileam, cuius Troiano bello extant clarissima 
documenta. Nam hae feminae usque ad Alexandrum Magnum referuntur tenuisse 
regimen. 

English:
49. After his death, and while his successors with his army were carrying out an 
expedition in other parts, the women of the Goths were tested in pillage by a certain 
neighboring tribe. These women, taught by their men, resisted and coming on they 
drove the enemy before themselves with great modesty. Accomplished with that 
victory and trusting the boldness of the elders encouraging themselves mutually, they 
took up arms and choosing two of the most daring Lampeto and Marpesia they 
elected them to the first place. 

50. While they held the office, for the purpose that they both defended their own 
things and laid waste to those of outsiders, by lot Lampeto remained behind to guard 
the land's borders, but Marpesia led a new kind of army into Asia, after selecting a 
column of women. Overcoming diverse tribes with war, but reconciling others with 
peace, she came to the Caucasus mountains, and there delaying a certain time she 
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gave a name to that place--"Stone of Marpesia," whence even Vergil: "She stands like 
hard flint on the Rock of Marpesia,"93 in that place, where after this Alexander the 
Great established the gates he called the "Caspian Gates," which now the tribe of the 
Lazs guard on behalf of Roman fortification. Here therefore at a fixed time, the 
Amazons remaining in one place, grew stronger. 

51.Whence marching forth even to the Alem river, which flows past the city of 
Gargara. Going across, they dominated Armenia, Syria and Cilicia, Galatia, Pisidia 
and all places of Asia with equal luck. They were turned and conquered the 
abandoned provinces of Ionia and Eolia for themselves. Where, rulers for a while, 
they even dedicated cities and a camp in their own name.They restored the temple of 
Diana at Ephesus, with the vast power of wondrous beauty, on account of devotion to 
archery and hunting, to which arts they had devoted themselves.

52. So, the Scythian born women, by such a happenstance, having conquered the 
kingdoms of Asia and held [them] through almost a hundred years and thus finally, 
they returned to their own companions in the Marpesian rocks, which we mentioned 
above, that is in the Caucasus mountains. 

[53-55, a description of the Caucasus mountains and surrounding area.]

56. They fearing, lest offspring of theirs became sparse, they sought intercourse with 
neighboring tribes, on regular meeting days, once a year, thus for the purpose that, on 
the same day at a future time, by returning in the same place, if she had issued 
anything of masculine offspring,  she was returning [him] to the father, but if anything 
of the feminine sex is born, the mother educates her to battle arms: or, as is pleasing 
to some, when male children are produced they destroy the fates of the miserable 
infant with the hate of a stepmother. Thus childbirth was detestable to them, which 
anywhere else is agreed to be hoped for. 

57. Which cruelty increased the greatest terror for them in common opinion. For who, 
I ask, might be hopeful for capture, when pardon was considered a wickedness even 
for a son? Against these, just as it is told, Hercules fought, and he conquered Melanis 
almost more by a trick than with courage. But Theseus bore away Hippolita in 
pillage, from whom also Hypolitus was born. Indeed these Amazons after these 
women had a queen named Penthesilea, of whom most famous evidence remains in 
the Trojan War. For these women are said to have held reign until Alexander the 
Great.

Getica   69-72  
Perhaps in an effort to Hellenize the Goths, Jordanes gives them great educator, 
Dicineus, who teaches them all the subjects necessary for civilization. The five words 
in bold are Greek terms for types of learning.

Latin:
69 Quibus hoc erat salubre, hoc adcommodum, hoc votivum, ut, quidquid Dicineus 
eorum consiliarius precepisset, hoc modis omnibus expetendum, hoc utile iudicantes, 
effectui manciparent. Qui cernens eorum animos sibi in omnibus oboedire et 

93 Aeniad 6.471.
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naturalem eos habere ingenium, omnem pene phylosophiam eos instruxit: erat 
namque huius rei magister peritus. Nam ethicam eos erudiens barbaricos mores 
conpescuit; fysicam tradens naturaliter propriis legibus vivere fecit, quas usque nunc 
conscriptas belagines nuncupant; logicam instruens rationis eos supra ceteras gentes 
fecit expertes; practicen ostendens in bonis actibus conversare suasit; theoreticen 
demonstrans signorum duodecem et per ea planetarum cursus omnemque 
astronomiam contemplari edocuit, et quomodo lunaris urbis augmentum sustinet aut 
patitur detrimentum, edixit, solisque globum igneum quantum terreno orbe in 
mensura excedat, ostendit, aut quibus nominibus vel quibus signis in polo caeli 
vergente et revergente trecentae quadraginta et sex stellae ab ortu in occasu precipites 
ruant, exposuit. 

70 Qualis erat, rogo, voluptas, ut viri fortissimi, quando ab armis quantolumcumque 
vacassent, doctrinis philosophicis inbuebantur? Videris unum caeli positionem, alium 
herbarum fruticumque explorare naturas, istum lunae commoda incommodaque, illum 
solis labores adtendere et quomodo rotatu caeli raptos retro reduci ad partem 
occiduam, qui ad orientalem plagam ire festinant, ratione accepta quiescere. 

71 Haec et alia nonnulla Dicineus Gothis sua peritia tradens mirabilis apud eos 
enituit, ut non solu mediocribus, immo et regibus imperaret. Elegit namque ex eis 
tunc nobilissimos prudentioresque viros, quos theologiam instruens, numina quaedam 
et sacella venerare suasit fecitque sacerdotes, nomen illis pilleatorum contradens, ut 
reor, quia opertis capitibus tyaris, quos pilleos alio nomine nuncupamus, litabant: 

72 reliquam vero gentem capillatos dicere iussit, quod nomen Gothi pro magno 
suscipientes adhuc odie suis cantionibus reminiscent. 

English:
69 This was beneficial for them, this was fitting, this was hoped for, that, anything 
their counselor Dicineus had taught them about, in all ways must be sought, judging 
this useful, they worked for the outcome. Discerning that their souls obeyed him in all 
things and they had a natural talent, he taught them almost all of philosophy: for he 
was a skilled master of this thing. For teaching them the law of mortals he restrained 
barbarian customs; teaching them natural laws naturally he made them live by their 
own laws, which having been written down they called belagines up until now; 
instructing them in logic of reasoning he made them experts beyond other tribes; 
showing them ethics he urged them to live in good actions; demonstrating correct 
observation he taught them to contemplate the twelve signs and through these the 
courses of the planets he also taught them to contemplate all astronomy, and in this 
way he taught them the equal waxing and waning of the lunar city, he showed by how 
much the fiery globe of the sun exceeded that of the earth in measure, he set forth 
either by what names or by what signs the 346 traveling stars rushed on by inclining 
and inclining back from rising into falling.

70 I ask, what kind of delight, that those strongest men, when they had been free from 
arms for however small a time were soaked in the doctrines of philosophy? You could 
see one exploring the position of the sky, another the natures of herbs and fruits, that 
one agreeable and disagreeable moons, this one applying himself to labors of the sun 
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and in what way the rotation of the sky returned things snatched back the western 
part, which hastened to go to the eastern zone; to rest with reason received. 

71 By these and some other things Dicineus, bequeathing his skills to the Goths, 
stood out among them wonderful, so that he rules not only commoners nay rather 
even rulers.  For he chose out of them then the most noble and prudent men, 
Instructing them in theology, he urged them to adore certain divine things and shrines 
and made them priests, delivering to them together the name of "pilleati," just as I 
thought, because with head covered by tiaras, they obtained those hats which we call 
by another name: "pilleus."

72 But he ordered the remaining tribe to declare [themselves] long-haired, take the 
name up as great the Goths remember it up until now from their songs. 

Getica  : 79-81  
Genealogy, specifically that of the Amal kings, plays a central role in the Getica. The 
one presented here occurs somewhat early in the work and provides a frame of 
reference for later events. Despite its relatively early position, many of the figures 
named here are discussed before the genealogy occurs.

Latin:
79 Horum ergo heroum, ut ipsi suis in fabulis referunt, primus fuit Gapt, qui genuit 
Hulmul. Hulmul vero genuit Augis: at Augis genuit eum, qui dictus est Amal, a quo et 
origo Amalorum decurrit: qui Amal genuit Hisarna: Hisarnis autem genuit 
Ostrogotha: Ostrogotha autem genuit Hunuil: Hunuil item genuit Athal: Athal genuit 
Achiulf et Oduulf: Achiulf autem genuit Ansila et Ediulf, Vultuulf et Hermenerig: 
Vultuulf vero genuit Valaravans: Valaravans autem genuit Vinitharium:Vinitharius 
quoque genuit Vandiliarium: 

80 Vandalarius genuit Thiudemer et Valamir et Vidimir: Thiudimir genuit 
Theodericum: Theodericus genuit Amalasuentham: Amalasuentha genuit Athalaricum 
et Matesuentham de Eutharico viro suo, cuius affinitas generis sic ad eam coniuncta 
est. 

81 Nam supra dictus Hermanaricus, filius Achiulf, genuit Hunimundum: Hunimundus 
autem genuit Thorismundo: Thorismund vero genuit Berimud: Berimud autem genuit 
Vetericum: Vetericus item genuit Eutharicum, qui coniunctus Amalasuinthae genuit 
Athalaricum et Mathesuentam, mortuoque in puerilibus annis Athalarico 
Mathesuenthae Vitigis est copulatus, de quo non suscepit liberum; adductique simul a 
Belesario Constantinopolim: et Vitigis rebus excedente humanis Germanus patricius 
fratruelis Iustiniani imp. eam in conubio sumens patriciam ordinariam fecit; de qua et 
genuit filium item Germanum nomine. Germano vero defuncto ipsa vidua perseverare 
disponit. Quomodo autem aut qualiter regnum Amalorum distructum est, loco suo, si 
dominus iubaverit, edicimus. 

English:
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79 Of these heroes, just as their own stories tell, first there was Gapt, who begat 
Hulmul. And Hulmul begat Augis: and Augis begat him, who was called Amal, by 
whom also the origin of the Amals derives: which Amal begat Hisarna: Hisarna, 
moreover, begat Ostrogotha: Ostrogotha, moreover, begat Hunuil: this same Hunuil 
begat Athal: Athal begat Achiulf and Oduulf: Achiulf, moreover, begat Ansila and 
Ediulf, Vultuulf and Hermenerig: and Vultuulf begat Valarvans: Valaravans, 
moreover, begat Vinitharium:  Vinitharius indeed begat Vandiliarius: 

80 Vandalarius begat Thiudemer and Valamir and Vidimir: Thiudimir begat 
Theodericus: Theodericus begat Amalasuentha: Amalasuentha begat Athalaricus and 
Matesuentha from her husband Eutharic, whose relationship of birth thus was joined 
to her. 

81 For Hermanaricus, h.b. mentioned above, son of Achiulf, begat Hunimundus: 
Hunimundus however begat Thorismund: and Thorismund begat Berimud: Berimud 
however begat Vetericus: the same Vetericus begat Eutharicus, who, married to 
Amalasuintha, begat Athalaricus and Mathesuenta, with Athalaric having died in his 
boyhood Vitigis married Mathesuentha, from whom no children descend; she was led 
away at the same time to Constantinople by Belesarius: when Vitigis left from human 
affairs, the patrician Germanus brother-in-law of Emperor Justinian, accepted 
Mathesuenta in marriage and gave her a patrician's rank: from whom also he begat a 
son by the same name--Germanus. But after Germanus died, she herself decided to 
remain a widow. However, in what way or what manner the reign of the Amals was 
constructed, in its place, if the lord commanded, we  proclaim.

Getica   152-8  
The sack of Rome by the Goths in 410 AD is usually thought of as a defining moment 
in western history. Perhaps as a result of his Eastern perspective, Jordanes is not 
particularly upset. The ruler of the Goths described here is usually called "Alaric" or 
"Alaric I" by historians, but Jordanes usually refers to him as "Halaricus" and calls 
the ruler dubbed by historians "Alaric II" "Alaricus." However, as with many of the 
names in the work, spelling is not consistent. In section 157, he is "Alaricus."

Latin:
152 Verum enim vero cum in eius vicinitate Vesegotharum applicuisset exercitus et ad 
Honorium imperatorem, qui intus residebat, legationem misisset, quatenus si 
permitteret, ut Gothi pacati in Italia residerent, sic eos cum Romanorum populo 
vivere, ut una gens utraque credere possit: sin autem aliter, bellando quis quem 
valebat expellere, et iam securus qui victor existeret imperaret. Sed Honorius 
imperator utraque pollicitatione formidans suoque cum senatu inito consilio, 
quomodo eos fines Italos expelleret, deliberabat. 

153 Cui ad postremum sententia sedit, quatenus provincias longe positas, id est 
Gallias Spaniasque, quas pene iam perdidisset Gizericique eas Vandalorum regis 
vastaret inruptio, si valeret, Halaricus sua cum gente sibi tamquam lares proprias 
vindicaret. Donationem sacro oraculo confirmatam consentiunt Gothi hac ordinatione 
et ad patriam sibi traditam proficiscuntur. 
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154 Post quorum discessu nec quicquam mali in Italia perpetrato Stilico patricius et 
socer Honorii imperatoris “ nam utramque eius filiam, id est Mariam et Thermantiam, 
sibi princeps unam post unam consocians utramque virginem et intactam deus ab hac 
luce vocavit “ hic ergo Stilico ad Polentiam civitatem in Alpes Cottiarum locatam 
dolose accedens, nihilque male suspicantibus Gothis ad necem totius Italiae suamque 
deformitatem ruit in bello. 

155 Quem ex inproviso Gothi cernentes primum perterriti sunt, sed mox recollectis 
animis et, ut solebant, hortatibus excitati omnem pene exercitum Stiliconis in fuga 
conversum usque ad internicionem deiciunt furibundoque animo arreptum iter 
deserunt et in Liguria post se, unde iam transierant, revertuntur; eamque praedis 
spoliisque potiti Emiliam pari tenore devastant Flamminiaeque aggerem inter 
Picenum et Tusciam usque ad urbem Romam discurrentes, quidquid in utrumque latus 
fuit, in praeda diripiunt. 

156 Ad postremum Romae ingressi Halarico iubente spoliant tantum, non autem, ut 
solent gentes, igne supponunt nec locis sanctorum in aliquo paenitus iniuria inrogare 
patiuntur. Exindeque egressi per Campaniam et Lucania simili clade peracta Brittios 
accesserunt; ubi diu resedentes ad Siciliam et exinde ad Africae terras ire deliberant. 
Bryttiorum si quidem regio in extremis Italiae finibus australi interiacens parti -- 
angulus eius Appinini montis initium fecit --  Adriaeque pelagus velut lingua porrecta 
a Tyrreno aestu seiungens nomen quondam a Bryttia sortitus regina. 

157 Ibi ergo veniens Alaricus rex Vesegotharum cum opibus totius Italiae, quas in 
praeda diripuerat, et exinde, ut dictum est, per Siciliam ad Africam quietam patriam 
transire disponens. Cuius, quia non est liberum quodcumque homo sine notu dei 
disposuerit, fretus ille horribilis aliquantas naves submersit, plurimas conturbavit. 
Qua adversitate depulsus Halaricus, dum secum, quid ageret, deliberaret, subito 
inmatura morte praeventus rebus humanis excessit. 

158 Quem nimia sui dilectione lugentes Busento amne iuxta Consentina civitate de 
alveo suo derivato (nam hic fluvius a pede montis iuxta urbem dilapsus fluit unda 
salutifera) huius ergo in medio alvei collecta captivorum agmina saepulturae locum 
effodiunt, in cuius foveae gremium Haliricum cum multas opes obruunt, rursusque 
aquas in suo alveo reducentes, et ne a quoquam quandoque locus cognosceretur, 
fossores omnes interemerunt, regnumque Vesegotharum Atauulfo eius consanguineo 
et forma menteque conspicuo tradent; nam erat quamvis non adeo proceritate staturae 
formatus, quantum pulchritudine corporis vultuque decorus. 

English:
152 But indeed truly when he [Halaricus] had placed his army of the Visigoths in his 
vicinity he sent an embassy to the emperor Honorius, who was living inside, to say 
that in so far as it were permitted, the Goths would live peacefully in Italy, thus they 
would live with the people of the Romans, with the result that he was able to believe 
them both one tribe: but if otherwise, whoever won by warring would expel [the 
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other] and the victor who remained would rule. But Honorius the emperor dreading 
both promises and with his counsel entered with the Senate, he deliberated in 
whatever way he might banish them beyond the borders of Italy. 

153 This opinion was finally settled on: that Halaricus, if he was able, would claim 
the provinces farthest away, that is the Gauls and the Spains, for himself with his tribe 
like his own household gods. These provinces had almost now [been] ruined, the 
invasion of the ruler Gizericus and the Vandals was laying them waste. The Goths 
agreed once the gift was confirmed by a sacred oracle by the order of the emperor and 
they departed to the land bequeathed to them. 

154 After the departure of whom, with nothing bad accomplished in Italy, Stilico a 
patrician and father-in-law of the emperor Honorius (for the prince had married both 
his daughters, that is Maria and Thermantia. But then one after another, god called 
them from this light, each a virgin and untouched.) This Stilico, therefore, 
approaching the city of Polentia having been placed in the Alpes of Cotties, 
cunningly, and with the Goths suspecting nothing bad he rushed to the death of Italy 
and to his own disgrace. 

155 The Goths, discerning him, were first frightened without warning, but soon with 
collected spirits and, just as they are accustomed, stirred up by encouragement, they 
overthrew almost the whole army of Stilico, who was turned back in flight. They 
destroyed up to a massacre and with a raging spirit they abandoned the journey they 
had taken up and they turned back into Liguria from whence they had just now 
crossed. They devastated Emilia taking up rewards and spoil equally by course and 
running through the Flamminian Way, between Picenus and Tuscia up to the city of 
Rome, anything which was on either side, they plundered as pillage. 

156 At the last, entering Rome, they despoiled it so much by the order of Halaricus, 
not however, as those tribes are accustomed. They neither set it on fire nor allowed 
injury in inner part of the sacred places. Then leaving through Campania and Lucania, 
similarly they approached Britties where a similar disaster was inflicted. Where 
residing for a long time at Sicilia they thought to go from there to the lands of Africa. 
Accordingly, region of the Brytties lying in the extreme southern borders of Italy -- its 
angle makes the beginning of the Appinine mountains -- so that it stretches like a 
tongue to the Adriatic sea, separate from the Tyrrenus sea, once having been granted 
the name of queen Bryttia. 

157 Therefore, coming there Alaricus, ruler of the Visigoths with all the wealth of 
Italy, which he plundered in pillage, and from there, as we said, arranging to cross to 
Africa the quiet country through Sicilia. Because no matter what, a man is not free to 
do whatever without the knowledge of God, that horrible strait submerged some 
ships, and threw many things into confusion. Halaricus, forced aside by that adversity, 
while he deliberated with himself what to do, immediately having been carried off by 
an untimely death he departed human affairs. 

158 [The Goths] mourned by their excessive love, with the Busento river diverted 
from its course near the city of Consentia--for this river descending from the foot of 
the mountain near the city flows like healing stream. Therefore in middle of this 
course a group of collected captives excavated the location of his grave. In the bosom 
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of this pit, they buried Halaricus with many works, and leading the waters back into 
their course, and lest the location be known at all by anyone, they did away with all 
the diggers, and they surrendered the rule of the Vesegoths to Atavulf his relative also 
outstanding by form and mind; for however much he was not exactly beautiful by 
height of stature, he was that beautiful by attractiveness of body and face.

Getica   202-8  
This speech is one of the finest in the whole of the Getica, perhaps reflecting the 
importance of Attila as a character. The scene is a major battle which took place on 
the Catalaunian plains. The Visigoths fought for the Romans, and the Ostrogoths for 
the Huns.

Latin:
202 Tunc Attila cum videret exercitum causa praecedente turbatum, tali eum ex 
tempore credidit alloquio confirmandum. 'Post victorias tantarum gentium, post  
orbem, si consistatis, edomitum, ineptum iudicaveram tamquam ignaros rei verbis  
acuere. Quaerat hoc aut novus ductor aut inexpertus exercitus. 

203 Nec mihi fas est aliquid vulgare dicere, nec vobis oportet audire. Quid autem 
aliud vos quam bellare consuetum? Aut quid viro forti suavius, quam vindicta manu 
querere? Magnum munus a natura animos ultione satiare. 

204 Adgrediamur igitur hostem alacres: audaciores sunt semper, qui inferunt bellum. 
Adunatas dispicite dissonas gentes: indicium pavoris est societate defendi. En ante 
impetum nostrum terroribus iam feruntur, excelsa quaerunt, tumulos capiunt et sera 
paenitudine in campos monitiones efflagitant. Nota vobis sunt quam sint levia 
Romanorum arma: primo etiam non dico vulnere, sed ipso pulvere gravantur, dum in 
ordine coeunt et acies testudineque conectunt. 

205 Vos confligite perstantibus animis, ut soletis, despicientesque eorum aciem 
Alanos invadite, in Vesegothas incumbite. Inde nobis cita victoria quaerere, unde se 
continet bellum. Abscisa autem nervis mox membra relabuntur, nec potest stare 
corpus, cui ossa subtraxeris. Consurgant animi, furor solitus intumescat. Nunc 
consilia, Hunni, nunc arma depromite: aut vulneratus quis aduersarii mortem 
reposcat aut inlaesus hostium clade satietur. 

206 Victuros nulla tela conveniunt, morituros et in otio fata praecipitant. Postremo 
cur fortuna Hunnos tot gentium victores adseret, nisi ad certaminis huius gaudia 
praeparasset? Quis denique Meotidarum iter maiores nostros aperuit tot saeculis 
clausum secretum? Quis adhuc inermibus cedere faciebat armatos? Faciem 
Hunnorum non poterat ferre adunata collectio. Non fallor eventu: hic campus est,  
quem nobis tot prospera promiserunt. Primus in hoste tela coiciam. si quis potuerit  
Attila pugnante otio ferre, sepultus est'. His verbis accensi, in pugna cuncti 
praecipitantur. 

207 Et quamvis haberent res ipse formidinem, praesentia tamen regis cunctatione 
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merentibus auferebat. Manu manibus congrediuntur; bellum atrox multiplex immane 
pertinax, cui simile nulla usquam narrat antiquitas, ubi talia gesta referantur, ut nihil 
esset, quod in vita sua conspicere potuisset egregius, qui huius miraculi privaretur 
aspectu. 

208 Nam si senioribus credere fas est, rivulus memorati campi humili ripa praelabens, 
peremptorum vulneribus sanguine multo provectus est, non auctus imbribus, ut 
solebat, sed liquore concitatus insolito torrens factus est cruoris augmento. Et quos 
illic coegit in aridam sitim vulnus inflictum, fluenta mixta clade traxerunt: ita 
constricti sorte miserabili sorvebant putantes sanguinem quem fuderant sauciati. 

English:
202 Then Attila, when he saw the army thrown into confusion by this proceeding 
cause, trusted in such an extemporaneous speech to encourage [the army]. "If you all 
remain standing, after conquering so many tribes, after the world is unconquered, 
then I had judged it foolish to sharpen with words as if ignorant of a thing. Let a new 
leader or an untried army seek that. 

203 It is not right for me to say anything common, nor is it necessary that you hear. 
However, what other thing are you accustomed to than war? Or what is more pleasant 
to a strong man, than vengeance to be sought by hand? A great duty from nature to 
satisfy the spirit vengeance. 

204 Therefore attack the enemy eagerly: those who wage war are always more bold. 
Despise the disparate tribes united: it is evidence of fear to be defended by 
fellowship. Behold, before our attack they are already carried away with terror, they 
seek the heights, they seize the hills and they demand advice in the field with late 
regret. Known to us is how the light Roman arms are; while they form up in ranks and 
battle lines and fasten together by means of interlocking shields, they are burdened, I 
do not even say by a first wound, but by the dust itself. 

205 Contend with spirits enduring, just as you are accustomed, and despising their 
lines invade the Alans, fall upon the Visigoths. Thence search for fast victory for us, 
where war surrounds itself. However, the limbs cut from nerves soon become slack, 
nor is the body able to stand, from which you will have carried off the bones. Let the 
spirits rise up, let the customary madness swell. Now draw forth counsels, Huns, now 
arms: either those who, wounded, demand the death of the adversary or uninjured are 
sated by the ruin of the enemy. 

206 No spears approach those who will live, even in leisure the fates cast down those 
who will die. At last, why has fortune made the Huns victors over so many races, 
except that she had prepared us for the everlasting joy of this battle? Finally, who 
exposed our elders a hidden secret journey of Meotidans so many generations ago? 
Thus who made armed ones yield to unarmed ones? The collection united [then] was 
not able to bear the face of the Huns. I was not deceived by the event: Here is a field, 
which all prosperous things promised for us.  First I will throw my spear at the 
enemy, anyone who will be able to bear leisure while Attila is fighting, is a dead 
man." Having been kindled by these words, they were thrown headlong altogether 
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into the fights. 

207 And although they were having fears of the affair itself, nevertheless the presence 
of the ruler withdrew hesitation from the deserving. Band of men met bands of men in 
battle; A war, savage, complex, vast and obstinate, of which no ancient writer 
anywhere tells a similar one, when such deeds are related, with the result that there 
was no one, who was being deprived by gazing upon this miracle of what he alone 
had been able to observe in his own life. 

208 For if it is right to believe the elders, a small brook flowing in its humble bank in 
that memorable field, was ridden by the great blood from the wounds of those who 
had been killed, not increased with rain, as is customary, but it was made a rushing 
torrent by increased fluid of blood, and there a wound inflicted compelled them into a 
dry thirst, they drew mixed waters from the disaster: thus constrained by a wretched 
fate they were drinking the blood which they thought had flown from them, wounded.

Getica   254-7   
The death and funeral of Attila is a climactic event in a narrative that otherwise lacks 
in structure. It is one of the Getica's most famous passages, although it is actually 
quoted from Priscus. The closing lines of Attila's eulogy are particularly interesting in 
light of section 254: "Thus drunkenness gave a shameful exit to a ruler made glorious 
through war."

Latin:
254 Qui, ut Priscus istoricus refert, exitus sui tempore puellam Ildico nomine 
decoram valde sibi in matrimonio post innumerabiles uxores, ut mos erat gentis illius, 
socians eiusque in nuptiis hilaritate nimia resolutus, vino somnoque gravatus 
resupinus iaceret, redundans sanguis, qui ei solite de naribus effluebat, dum consuetis 
meatibus impeditur, itinere ferali faucibus illapsus extinxit. Ita glorioso per bella regi 
temulentia pudendos exitos dedit. Sequenti vero luce cum magna pars diei fuisset 
exempta, ministri regii triste aliquid suspicantes post clamores maximos fores 
effringunt inveniuntque Attilae sine ullo vulnere necem sanguinis effusione peractam 
puellamque demisso vultu sub velamine lacrimantem. 

255 Tunc, ut gentis illius mos est, crinium parte truncata informes facies cavis 
turpavere vulneribus, ut proeliator eximius non femineis lamentationibus et lacrimis, 
sed sanguine lugeretur virile. De quo id accessit mirabile, ut Marciano principi 
Orientis de tam feroci hoste sollicito in somnis divinitas adsistens arcum Attilae in 
eadem nocte fractum ostenderet, quasi quod gens ipsa eo telo multum praesumat. Hoc 
Priscus istoricus vera se dicit adtestatione probare. Nam in tantum magnis imperiis 
Attila terribilis habitus est, ut eius mortem in locum muneris superna regnantibus 
indicarent. 

256 Cuius manes quibus a sua gente honoratae sunt, pauca de multis dicere non 
omittamus. In mediis si quidem campis et intra tenturia sirica cadavere conlocato 
spectaculum admirandum et sollemniter exhibetur. Nam de tota gente Hunnorum 
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lectissimi equites in eo loco, quo erat positus, in modum circensium cursibus 
ambientes, facta eius cantu funereo tali ordine referebant. 

257 'Praecipuus Hunnorum rex Attila, patre genitus Mundzuco, fortissimarum 
gentium dominus, qui inaudita ante se potentia solus Scythica et Germanica regna 
possedit nec non utraque Romani urbis imperia captis civitatibus terruit et, ne 
praedae reliqua subderentur, placatus praecibus annuum vectigal accepit: cumque 
haec omnia proventu felicitatis egerit, non vulnere hostium, non fraude suorum, sed 
gente incolume inter gaudia laetus sine sensu doloris occubuit. Quis ergo hunc 
exitum putet, quem nullus aestimat vindicandum?' 

English:
254 Just as the historian Priscus relates, at the time of [Attila's] death, after 
innumerable wives, just as was the custom of that tribe, he led an intensely beautiful 
girl named Ildico into matrimony with himself. Socializing and too happy in marriage 
by excessive cheerfulness, heavy with wine and sleep he laid down on his back. 
Excess blood, which is accustomed to flow out through the nostrils, while it was 
hindered in its customary movement, sliding into the throat, killed [him] by its fatal 
journey. Thus drunkenness gave a shameful exit to a ruler made glorious through war. 
But on the following day when a great part of the day had passed, the royal ministers 
after a great clamor, suspecting something bad, smashed open the doors. They 
discovered the death of Attila without any wound, with a profusion of blood and the 
distressed girl crying with a downturned face under her veil.

255 Then, just as is the custom of that race, with a part of the hair cut off, they 
disfigure their shapeless faces with deep wounds, with the result that the outstanding 
fighter is mourned not by women with lamentations and tears, but with manly blood. 
Concerning which it constitutes a miracle, that a divinity appearing in sleep to 
Marcianus the emperor of the east, then concerned about his ferocious enemy, showed 
the bow of Attila broken on that same night, as if that race itself depended a great deal 
on that bow. Priscus the historian says that he proved this by true testimony. For Attila 
was considered terrible by such great empires, that celestial beings pointed it out to 
rulers in place of tribute. 

256 Let us not omit to say a few things about the many ways by which, his ghost was 
honored by these things by his tribe. Accordingly, in the midst of a field and among 
silk tents, a wondrous spectacle is solemnly presented, with bodies having been 
placed together. For the choicest riders from the whole tribe of the Huns, in that place, 
which was positioned, riding in courses in the manner of a circus, retell his deeds 
with a funeral song of this order.

257 "The extraordinary Attila, ruler of the Huns, descended from the father 
Mundzuco, a lineage of the strongest races, who alone, with strength unheard of 
before him, seized the kingdoms of Germania and Scythia, and both frightened the 
rule of the Roman city with its captive citizens and, lest the remaining price be 
furnished, kindly disposed, he received the annual praecibus tax: and with the result 
that he brought forth all these things of happiness. He died among joyful gladness 
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with a sense of grief, neither by a wound of enemies, nor by a trick of his own men, 
but with the tribe unharmed. Therefore, he thinks what of this exit which no one 
considers a punishment?" 
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